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Fall is in the eir:

Students must wait until next fall
for the findings of an ASBSU teacher
evaluation survey which began two
years ago, according to Steve Hippler.
executive assistant to the ASBSU
president.
"It's disappointing it's gone this'
slowly, but we want the best survey
we can possibly have," he said,
Hippler said the survey will provide students with a peer rating of
teachers' performances
for usc in
class selection.
The survey was sent to all full-time
students last summer and ASBSU
received 500 replies, he said. "I was
hoping we'd get a better response,"
Hippler said, adding that ASBSU felt
the. responses were too few to provide
"scientifically significant" results.
The survey will be mailed to fulltime students again late this semester
or early next semester. Hippler said,
and the results of both will be combined and statistically analyzed.
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Melinda Davidson, left, and Gretchen Warthers, right, have a little fun on a beautiful Indian Summer day in front of the, you guessed
it, Business Building. Students will sec the sunset one hour earlier as the clock was turned back for Daylight Sa"ings Time Sunday morning •
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by Linnea Mattson
The University News
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Hippler said a few faculty and administration members do not like the
idea of the survey because they think
students will not grade teachers fairly.
He added, "We arc trying to do
everything we can to make it ob]cctive, not subjective."
Dr. Ursula Kettlewell, associate
professor of the department
of
management and this year's faculty
chair, . said she isin favor of an
evaluation program. if it is truly objective. .. It is extremely hard to make

student evaluations," she
added.
She said if a student docs well in
class, the student's answers will
reflect well on the teacher. adding,
"If a student is a poor student, they
will fire loose on an instructor."
A survey would be worthwhile if
it came from the better students. and
there arc enough poor students
responding to evaluations to give a
wrong impression. she said.
"The results may steer students
objective

by Valerie Mead
The University News
ach of the four distinct phases

of the history of witchcraft has
had its own unique definitions
of magic and, witches. Witches have
been viewed as everything from
benificent community advisers to
caunabilistic Satan worshipers.
The first phase lasted from the
beginning of civilization until the
15th century. Its definitions are still
in usc invprimitive" societies studied
by anthropologists and sociologists,
according to Jeffrey B. Russell in A
History of Witchcraft: Sorcerers,
Heretics and Pagans.
This phase distinguishes bel ween
good magic and bad, and.the practilionel'S of each. The good witch is
often a community adviser, and may
embody the offices of doctor, midwife-seer, psychotherapist and priest.
Tarot cards.while commonly conThe bad witch, on the other hand,
is "the cause of all misfortune in the . sidered parts of occultism, are not
community and periodically is to be frequently used by witches.
hunted (~JUt.
and exterminated, accor-

away from good teachers," she said.
Hippler said the survey was drawn
up by the Communication Students'
Organization and revised by former
ASBSU President Richard lung.
The survey contains 16 statements
by which students rate teacher performance on a scale of one to five,
with one being "strongly disagree"
and five "strongly agree."
Questions asked include: My instructor has provided many challenging new viewpoints; my instructor

seems well prepared for class; my instructor speaks audibly and clearly;
and my instructor effectively blends
fact with theory.
Hippler said ASBSU hopes to
make the survey every year, but it
depends upon student reaction and
utilization of the results. He said he
hopes that, in the future. the survey
results will be made available with
other pre-registration materials mailed to st udcnts.

ding to Christina Lamer in the book
Witchcraft and Religion: The Politics
of Popular Belief
The second phase of witchcraft's
history is the 300-year mass exter-

ruination of witches in Europe and
America, known as the Witch Craze.
The Craze lasted from the end of the
Middle Agesthrough the beginning
of the 18th century, and caused the
deaths of thousands of people, most
of whom were women, according to
Russell.
Estimates of the death toll range
from 100,000 to 9 million. depending
on the source,
The Witch Craze developed a
definition of witches and witchcraft
"by adapting
clements of pagan
religions to fit ideas of Christian
heresies, placing great emphasis on
the witch entering into a pact wit h
the Devil, attending
..sabbats·:.....
gatherings where orgies and' cannibalism occurred-and
being ableto
change shape and fly.
Because witchcraft was treated as
a heresy during the Craze, it was tried
in ecclesiastical courts. where an accusaiion became as good as a death
warrant.

See Witch, page 11.

There is a $15 fee to become a club
Hours will be 8 a.m.-7 p.rn., Montion's history. A total of $30,072 was
member. Tapes arc then available on
pledged from 873 listeners during the- day through Thursday and 8 a.m.-5
a one-week basis at $2.95 for the first
p.rn. on Friday.
fund drlve.-which began Oct. I.
cassette and $1 for each additional
Students may pick up their pre"We ended the drive a day earlier
tape. Tapes can be kept a second
registration
materials
and classthan we had planned,"
according to
week .for 50 cents.
schedules, beginning Oct. 27 and 28.
station
Development
Director
Mercedes McCarter. "We topped the
$30,000 mark at 7:55 p.m, during the
exams
Tuesday evening concert hall."
for the spring semester will be conKBSU General
Manager
Jim
ducted at-the following times and
Paluzzi said over 20 percent of the
places: Oct. 29-3 p.m. and 5 p.m., '
funds pledged were called in during
'SUB Lookout Room; Oct. 30-3:40
"A Prairie
Home Companion,"
p.rn.,
Math/Geology
106; Oct.
featuring
best-selling
author Garand equipment displays will highlight
31-,11:40
a.m.
and 2:40 p.m.,
rison Keillor. "It's especially
ena ski promotion
sponsored by the
Math/Geology
106; Nov. 3-7:40
couraging that so much of the
and
a.m., II:40 a.rn. and 7 p.m., health, physical education
listeners' support came on behalf of
recreation department
Oct. 27 at 7
Math/Geology
106.
a program that has only been on the
'p.m, in room 106 of the Liberal Arts
air two weeks," Paluzzi said.
Building.
He said all funds derived from
The promotion, open to students,
the membership
drive
will be
staff and faculty, will include infordedicated to paying for programming
mation on the cooperative ski proand equipment.
gram offered by BSU in conjunction
with Bogus Basin. The event is free.

The Boise Branch of

the
American Association of University
Women has selected Robyn Dane,
Boise, as the recipient of the $500
Inez Robb Memorial Scholarship.
Dane is senior in communication
at BSU. She has been employed as a
court reporter in Boise for nine years.
Upon graduation,
she hopes to, attendthe University of Colorado to
do graduate
work
in conflict
resolution.
Inez Robb, a former
AAlIW
member, was a nationally syndicated
columnist
and author.
In her
memory, a scholarship is given each
year to an Ada County resident to
pursue undergraduate
education,

Math placement

a

Ski films, door prizes

Pre-registration

for

continuing students for spring 1987
classes will be Oct, 29 through Nov.
4 in the Administration
Building, A
102.

KBSU concluded

its
1986 fund drive Oct. 14, achieving the
highest support numbers in the sta-

Comprehensive Eye Examination
Contact lens Specialists

Books, recorded and,

sold on cassette tapes, are, available
at the Discovery Cellar in the 8th
Street Marketplace.
The Discovery
Cellar also' is the only Treasure
Valley outlet to rent books on tape.
Many types of books areavailable,
from children's literature to science,
fiction and books on success in
business, according to Pam Briggs,
owner of the store.
Many of the books are abridged
for recording to fit onto 'two tapes,
and most tapes run 60 to 90 minutes.

Quick Contact Lens Replacement • Most Brands in Stock
Unlimited
Prescriptions filled
Emergency Service
available
-SUN GLASSES-

Gonzaga Unh,ersD~Y

Eycwear
o
o

Schoo~of law
Drs. Robison & Muto
Optometrists, P.A.

A representative of Gonzaga University
School of law, Spokane, WA., will be available
to talk to students Tuesday, Nov. 4 from 9:00

1175 W. BOISE AVENUE

Oakley's • Bolle
& Other Designer Brands
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The BSU College

of
Health Science will offer a new
course this spring semester, on mental health and aging. The course is
designed for students as well as practitioners in health care and other
human services.
Current BSU students can register
for the three-credit
class Oct. 29
through Nov. 4. Open registration is
Jan. 14 between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m;

The ASBSU Senate, in its Oct.
22 meeting; passed Senate Bill 17,
which. reserved seats at the Nov.
8 Homecoming"
game for the
Homecoming
Committee
and
their guests Flash Cadillac and the
Continental
Kid.
Flash Cadillac will play at the
post-game dance with the Hi-Tops
at the Pavilion.
In the senate's Oct. 20 caucus
meeting, two bills and one resolution were sent to committees.
Senate Bill 15 would add a new
section to the Senate Rules of
Procedures, stating that a majority of members must be present at
a committee meeting for the committee to conduct business.
The bill was sent to the Ways
and Means Committee.
Senate BiJI 16, if passed, will
amend the Senate Code section
that deals with budget requests.
The bill was sent to the Budget
and Finance Committee.
Senate Resolution
Four was
sent to the Ways and Means Committee. It resolves that a delegation of ASBSU senators go to the
Nov. 28-29 State Board of Education meeting in Pocatello.
The expenses of the senators
who go will be paid by the
ASBSU travel budget, and those
senators who go will deliver a
report to the senate about the trip
at the Dec. I caucus.
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Purple Passion. Out of the bathtub, into the can,
and onto the shelves of your favorite store,
Discover It for yourself.

by Mike Medberry
The University News
Allied Daily Newspapers,
an
association of 55 newspapers in
Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Montana, and Alaska, has developed a
plan to evaluate journalism and communication programs in its region's
colleges and universities.
The plan has been distributed to
the Northwestern schools for comment by Jan. IS, 1987, and will bc '
in final form by May of that year.
"There is a growing concern and
frustration in the five Western states
that the' major universities arc not
doing the job when it comes to
educating students for newspaper
work," said James Shelledy, chairman of the group's ad hoc committee on journalism, education, and
publisher of The Moscow Idahonian.
Concerning
BSU's journalism
department, Shelledy said, "It's the
worst in a state that's mediocre at
best. There is a perception here that
they're not cutting it and they damn
well better address the problem."
Allied will give "recommended"
status to schools which meet its
criteria and will usc the ratingsto
award financial support, internships,
and jobs, Shellcdy said. Schools
which do not meet the criteria but
show, a desire to cooperate with
Allied will be judged "conditionally
recommended. "
The criteria favor schools which
provide basic skills courses including
news and feature writing, copy
editing, media ethics, design, and
typography. To meet the criteria,
courses should be taught by faculty
having "fresh pract ical experience in
the disciplines and subjects they
teach," according to the Allied plan.
The BSU communication department offers many, but not all, of
these basic courses, none of which
arc taught by praeticing,journalists.
Several of BSU's communication in-

We want to give our students multistructors have worked as professional
journalists before taking positions at ple options, not just a single job opportunity. The universities ought to
the university, however.
be out in front preparing students for
According to BSU President John
Keiser, "Any group has the right to the future, not the past. Nothing is
set its standards, but they ought to so practical as a good theory."
Boren said the university recently
judge people individually. They don't
hire programs,' they hire individuals." , spent over $200,000 on state-of-theKeiser added that he thinks it "a art newspaper production equipment
so students can get hands-on exbit pretentious" for Allied (0 blacklist
the comprograms or a school on the basis of perience. In addition,
munication
department
"has the
whether or not a few speci tic courses
largest intern program on campus, he
arc taught.
"The way you learn to write is to ' said.
"Too many practically oriented
write;" Keiser said; "writing is the
schools end up teaching 'out-of-date
basis of all other forms of commethods," Dan Morris, the BSU inmunication. The response of readers
structor in charge of the journalism
is the judgment. Ernest Hemingway
sequence, said. "Don't train people
had no accdernic training at all and
for obsolete technologies; don't teach
did fairly well as a journalist. He
learned the rules and how to write by skills they can pick up; train them
with techniques of the future."
working for newspapers."
Morris said the time and effort he
Nonetheless,
Keiser said he
recognizes a need for an "effective, spcnt lcaming to operate a linotype
in graduate school at the University
mix" of basic. skills classes and
of Missouri provided knowledge and
theoretical courses including history,
skill that arc useless in today's world
economics, communication
theory,
and English, which give students a of computer printing.
Students need more than just basic
broad liberal arts background,
skills, Morris said. "How many
The Allied proposal recommends
that students" earn 75 percent of schools can afford to meet (Allied's)
criteria when student demand for the
academic credits outside their major
classes isn't there? Students arc indiscipline,
Dr. Robert Sims, dean of the terested in public relations, magazine
writing, broadcasting,
advertising,
School of Social Sciences and Public
and video media" in addition to print
Affairs, believes that students learn
journalism. There just arc not that
best from "real-world hard knocks.
many jobs for print journalists in
What's going on (between academics
Idaho, Morris said.
and practicing journalists) is more
"The criteria arc a carrot, a way of
contentious than cooperative, but
this Allied review could move us targeting a few programs with our
limited resources," Allied spokesman
toward cooperation,"
he said.
Chairman of BSU's COIl1Il1Unic<1- Shelledy said. "If professors at
BSU don't respond, that's unfortion Department Dr. Robert Boren
tunate, but Allied won't miss a stroke.
said he thinks Allied's criteria
If they've (BSU) got three or four
"sound like bribery. Their perspective
is more limited than the field of com- good faculty, they can meet the
munication is. If our program meets criteria by providing the main courses
over a four-year period. It ddesn't
their needs, we're doing our students
a disservice. They're (Allied) not hir- have to be at the expense of other
ing most of our students and we courses ...
won't just accept what they tell us.

FBlBU'proffl((JJfes different
by Sheri Crook
The University News
Boiscans had the opportunity to
welcome the "Age of Aquarius" at
the New Age Fairc,' a gathering
held Oct. 17-19 at the YWCA.
The faire' was sponsored by the
Heart Center, a non-profit organization dedicated
to "'promoting
health-mentally,
physically, emotionally and spiritually," according
to Diane Schallock-Choate, the Heart
Center's executive director.
According to Schallock-Choate,
the end of the Piscean Age is here
and mankind is entering a new
~Ige-!'theage
of Aquarius."
The concept behind the faire
was an effort to help people reach
beyond thcir egos and get in touch

Chris Bul/er I Un/versllY News

Hello, Boise:

Vice President George Hush waves to
supporters gathered at the airport
last Oct. 23. Hush was in town
stumping Iur GOI> candidates.
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Joyce gives readings, classes and lecwith their "higher" selves, Schallocktures in the community.
Choate said.
Chakra Balancing readings were
"We all have the gift of insight,"
offered by Alice Yeamias. Chakras
she said. "We try to help people get
are centers in the body in which
in touch with that."
energy is stored. The first chakra is
The fairc presented IS-minute
locatedat the base of the spine and
"readings."
By appointment only,
is called the basic survival chakra; it
fair-goers could schedule a reading
holds life energy that fills all other
in numerology, tarot, phrenology,
chakra centers of the body, according
astrology and other disciplines.
to, Linda O'Hara, a professional
"Numbers in your birthdate and
psychic and astrologer.
"
name reveal helpful insights to your
Automatic past-life drawings were
talents and abilities," according to
Lindarosc Thomas, a participating - available by Vivienne Singleton, an
artist who draws people in their past
numerologist.
lives. "The lifetime that comes
Heather
Bybee, who recently
through has a message for you that
returned from Argentina, where she
can be applied to now," she said,
spent five months training rcbirthers,
If not yet overwhelmed, one could
offered readings.in breath awareness,
schedule a "past life reading" with
while professional astrologer Judy
Jerry O'Mahony or Alice Elizibcth:
Joyce offered astrology readings.

Richard Mabbutt,
Local businesses set up booths giving fairgocrs the opportunity to do
some shopping.
Books, cards,
jewelry, homemade soaps and lotions, 'l-shirts and baked goods were
among the items offered.
Schallock-Choate
said
the
philosophy of the fairc was to help
people get in touch with their own
wills.
"I don't claim to be a fortune-teller
or predict the future," she said. "We
all possess the power to change and.
control our futures. I don't Idl
anyone what to do, I help them
awaken themselves to choose vehicles
of expression. People 'get stuck'
because they're afraid to make
changes happen."

'575Pf

Letters, we get letters. We get letters from convicts who want college women
to write to them in their loneliness. We get letters from the Columbia Tribal
Fish Council. We get letters from the Rocky Mountain Swim Suit Calendar
people. We don't know why we get them. We do know that we throw them
all away.
However,among
the week's "savers'!-BSU
news releases, Bloom County,
Rolling Stone-s-was a non-profit ad from the American Automobile Association about not hitting children in the road on Halloween. The ad itself looked
horrible, so we'll recap it for you.
It's been a few years since most of you who are old enough to be reading
this have donned li'l ghostie suits in order to demand candy of your neighbors.
It was an exciting time-so
exciting that a lot of liS didn't pay attention to
silly things like cars. We were all saved, more than once, because the people
in the cars were watching out for us instead. That's the way it ought to be.
The style in which Halloween is celebratedhas,
shall we say, evolved between second grade and now. Now it's a matter of alcohol, dancing, a practical joke or two, maybea scary movie. DOI~'t let the two ways of celebrating
Halloween collide.
Don't drink and drive on Halloween. Every kid under 12 is going to be on
the street, and that's not where a drunk should be. Be especially careful at
crosswalks. Watch for kids everywhere, not rust at crosswalks, not just on the
street. If you can see a child on his way to the street, you'll have a jump on
him, in the brakes department, before he actually gets into the street. Usc the
peripheral vision God gave' you to keep everyone safe.
'
It's a short, relatively painless, reasonably preachy lesson that we should
all remember-if
not for ourselves, then for the kids who depend on us to
act like we know what we're doing.
.
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THE SCARIEST THING ON HALLOWEEN NIGHT.

by Karen Kammann

The University News

Boy, am I glad I've decided not to go into
journalism. For one thing, it's not a highpaying career. For another, other people's
The University Neil'S reserves the right to
Letters to the editor should be typed, doublebusiness is much more interesting if you don't
edit
letters
for
spelling,
grammar,
punctuation,
spaced and no longer than 500 words. The lethave any legitimate reason to know it. For a
length
and
libelous
or
offensive
content.
icrs must be signed and a telephone number
third. I wouldn't be able to get a job anywhere
provided for our verification procedures.
in the Northwest, thanks to Allied Daily
Newspapers.
The group has decided to rate journalism
and communication
programs within this
region. The programs they approve will
receive all sorts of benefits, but at least one
BSU source believes the unapproved propoints to Andrus' association with Carter's
Editor, 71,e University News;
grams will be blackballed.
"outrageous proposal for a new federal policy
As one who has supported the Republicans
Whether that idea is 'one of the group's
that could have subordinated agricultural
who recently wrote a "Republicans for Anstated purposes or not, the threat is intrinsic
water rights to urban needs," among several
drus" leiter (funded by the Andrus for Goverto its purpose of viewing only some programs
other Carter/Andrus proposals harmful to
nor Commiucc), I am disappointed by their
as approved. It seems hard to believe that,
Idaho.
actions.
when it comes to hiring a student, one from
Ahrens said; ,,'It is obvious Andrus has
Among the precepts my husband, Dennis,
burned his political bridges in the minds of . an approved program won't have an edge.
fostered in his capacity as State Republican'
many, many Idahoans. They can forgive
The idea of choosing-or
notchoosing-eChairman was that of respect for differences
politicians for their 'mistakes' ... but .they
someone on someone else's merits is more
within the party, but it was-combined with
can never forgive or forget actions that
than a little. unfair. Granted, BSU's jouran overriding loyalty 10 the principles of the
threaten their economic survival."
(The
nalism program could use a little work (a
Republican party, 'and support for the parIdaho Statesman, Nov. 27, 1977.)
journalism major would be a good start), but
ty's nominees.
' .
A few dissident voices notwithstanding, the
I'd hate to think anyone would consider me
I remember being dismayed during the An- '
Republicans,
together
with discerning
unemployable because the program is slightly
drus years by his partisan political appointDemocrats and Independents, recognize that
less than perfect.
ments which have led to a loss of creative acIdaho needs a new era of leadership to reCall me conceited, but I think I'm every
tion by state government, and his statement
juvenate its nagging economy and initiate an
bit as good as Steve F. Lyon thinks he is. That
before the PUC to "not turn on the growth
effective program of education and tax
is to say, I think I'm worth consideration. In
switch" in idaho.
reform.
Former President Ford pointed out that
Idaho needs a leader who will appoint the
Andrus, while Interior Secretary, backed
best and brightest minds to state boards and
President Carter's efforts to increase federal
commissions. David Leroy is that leader. Ancontrol over state natural resource dccisons.
drus? He's had his turn!
Ford called that undertaking "a key factor in
Sincerely,
bringing on the economic travail that has
Sheila Olsen
haunted slates like Idaho ever since."
Editor, The University Neil'S;
Idaho Falls
A 1977 article by the, then, political editor
Shame on The University Neil'S editorial
for The Idaho Statesman, Steve Ahrens,
'staff and especially Karen Karnmann for the
lerrible thing you did to your readers last
week. They deserve better.
I refer to your Oct. 6, editorial, "Don't be
the next victim" where you took one assault
allegation, quoted anonymous sources, consolidated that with off-the-record information. gossip about past assaults and coverups
The University Neil'S staff: Editor in Chief, Edith L. Decker; News Editor, Karen
and topped it off with a sweeping conclusion
Karnmann; Production Editor, Steve F. Lyon; Copy Editor, Valerie Mead; Enterabout the "lackof concern for BSU students
iainmcni Editor, Josephine Jones; Briefs Editor, Cary Driskell; Sports Editor,
exhibited by campus security."
Christopher Walton; Layout Chief, Nanette Johnson; Photo Chief, Chris Butler.
By misleading your readers to believe that
assaults arc regular occurrences on campus,
Ad Manager, Lisa Schaefer; Business Manager, Rick Bollurn, Secretaries, Lisa
you accomplished nothing but the escalation
. Schaefer, Kimberly Calvert; Distributor, Kimberly Calvert; Ad Sales, Fred Bartel,
of the same rumors that were circulating
Dominique Oldfield, Donna Pfeiffer.
'when I was a BSU student in the '70s.
In' these times of confrontation and turPhotographers, Brian Becker, Joni Clapsadle, Jerry Jennison, Layout Crell', Kirstin
moil, I think it is a safe assumption that
Marie Allen, Chad Fuller; Typesel/ers, Debbie Juhes, Lisa Sorensen; Cartoonist,
ttlmost everyonc is concerned about the safety
Robin Lee Grube.
.
of, notjusi students, but people generally.
The Sheriffs Department is continually inReporters, Rey BaldalO, Scott Coffman, Curtis Cooley, Sheri Crook, Polly
volved in crime prevention programs that
Johnson, Tim Johnstone, Ann Marie McNary, Linnea Matts(ln, Mike Medberry,
cover the entire range,of crimina! activity and
Jcanettc Ross, Randall Stoltz, Greg White,
_ public safety. In the past 12 months, department representatives have given numerous
The University Neil'S publishes weddy on Mondays during the fall and spring
.talks to dormitory resi,dents and others about
semesters. The paper distributes 12,000 copies on and off campus. The newspaper
assaults and related topics.
is an e,xclusively student-run organization. The newspaper's faculty adviser is Daniel
We participated in "Assault· Awareness
Morris. Comments, questions or !cllers to the editor can be mailed to: TheUniverWeek" during the \veek of Sept. 22 and we
sil)' NeIl'S, ,Boise State University, 1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho, 83725.
.arc currently in the final stages of launching
Our offices arc located at 1603 V2 University Drive, across from the Student Union
a victim/witness assistance program through
Building. Our phone is (208) 345-8204, The yearly subscription price is $15.
the Sheriffs Department to. work in conjunction with the l'rosccuting Attorney's Office.
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fact, I don't know of anyone who has served
on the editorial staff of a college newspaper
for more than a' month who isn't worth
serious consideration. I'm sure there arc people who have worked at college papers for
long periods of time whose resumes aren't
worth using as coasters; but I haven't met any
of them.
Evidently, the Allied Daily Newspaper people have. Unless, of course, their real aim is
to pressure the universities that do not satisfy
them into shaping up, through students at
first, and later, through lack of students.
After all, when the students at auniversity
discover they don't have a chance at a job,
any job, regardless of their abilities, they're
pretty likely to raise a squawk-and
new
students arc likely to stay away in droves.
If the aid the group is offering is a carrot,
the threat of blackballing is more or less
blackmail-c'Do
what we want or we won't
play with you."
I hope the university's administration docs
improve our journalism program, because it
should be more thorough. But I hope they
don't improve if to meet the standards of a
group that seems 1.0 have thrown the ethics
involved in making a fair choice out the window in the name of what it believes to be the
best education. The best education is one that
teaches material that has value, not one that
is tailored to meet the rigid views of those
who have power.

Whenever a police agency responds to an
incident, policy.and procedure dictates the
manner in which the investigation will be
conducted. We begin with the usual who,
what, when, where and why questions and,
depending on me answers provided, we may
or may not be able to move ahead as fast as
we would like.
Unlike many television police dramas,
most' investigations take longer in duration
than one hour. The one referenced in your
editorial is slill under investigation.
The Sheriffs Department applauds the efforts of those students who have volunteered
their time to act as escorts for other students.
Whether on campus.or downtown, walking
in groups of two or more after dark is good
advice under any circumstances. To those interested, we would be happy toassist with any
organizing efforts that lIIay be under way.
Perhaps more can be accomplished
through this kind of positive movemenlthan
through the reactionary attack evidenced by
your editorial.
Sincerely,
H. Dee Pfeiffer
.Undersheriff
Edttor's note: AI/unsigned editorials are the
majority opinion of the editorial board. After
an issue and a stance is democratically decided. a member of the board is assigned to write
the opiniol1, which is then copy edited and
reviewed by the editor-in-chief prior to
.publication.,
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econd
by Cary Driskell
The University News
The Second District congressional
candidates Republican Mel Richard,son
and incumbent.
Democrat
Richard Stallings are in agreement
that current' farm policies are
insufficient.
Their agreement on farm policies
is one of just a few areas in which the
two share common ground. Stallings,
who is 011 the Agriculture Committee when Congress is in session, said
current farm policies are not working well. "Lhelped write part of the
farm bill. We supported some programs, such as sugar beets and conservation reserve, that are working
very well, but many of the other programs arc not working and we're having a disaster in agriculture," Stallings said.
Stallings said the most important
issue in this election is agriculture.
"What we do with agriculture will be
very important. Although Boise isn't
an agricultural community, it is an
agricultural community, because, as

the state goes, so goes Boise," he
said.:
Richardson said many of the problems farmers are now facing are the
result of well-intentioned'
farm
policies over the past 40-50 years,

'Mel Richardson

from
both
Republicans
and
Democrats, Richardson said he has
spoken to hundreds of farmers sinee
he began campaigning, and the most
common answer-he gets from them
. is to gel the government out of production in farming.
He said, if the government does
get out of farming, it will have to be
phased out. He is also in favor of the
government getting involved with
marketing.
'
"We arc going to have to establish
some trade partners in the world, and
have some' reciprocal trade with
them. I think we are going to have
to develop some non-food uses of
agriculture to keep our farmers producing. I'm against mandatory pro-.
duct ion controls, because the first
year he (the farmer) would be okay,
but after that he would be hurt," he
said.
, Richardson
said the federal
government also needs to make sure
foreign products arc not dumped on
the market. He said he would like.to '
see research done to bring down the
cost of farming.

Stallings said funding for higher
education
is not sufficient, and
Richardson said it may be adequate
for now.,
'
"Under Gramm-Rudman,
and
with this administration's opposition

Richard Stallings

to education funding, it's going to be
tough, but there is support for it in
the House of Representatives," Stallings said.
Richardson said he is in favor of
Pell Grants and guaranteed student
loans, but would like to see more of
an effort made to collect from people who do not repay Ihcir loans.
"We are in an information socic. ty, and I think it is important to get
our students properly educated. We
are in a world community, and we
must lead theworld in education,"
Richardson said.
One painton which the two oppose each other is national defense.
Stallings voted in favor of the
Strategic Defense Initiative, buton-ly for the research possibilities.
Richardson said he was pleased
with President Reagan's decisions not
to use SDI as a bargaining chip at the
recent summit in Iceland., "The
Sovietshave
already testedthe first
phase of their SOl. They asked us to
get rid of ours, and they have already
finished testing. They arc ready to go
into production,"
he said.

I Demos UambasfGOP I
by Car)' Driskell

The University News
A lack or sufficient funding 1'01'
education in Idaho is a problem First
Congressional
Dist rict candid.ucs
Republican
Larry
Craig
and
Democrat Bill Currie, said needs to
be addressed immediately.
Craig said Idaho's colleges and
universities are opcrat ing on a bare-

Bill Curric
bones budge!. "I have appearcd
berore thcldaho Legislature for thc
past six years as a congressman, 'Ind
I encouraged them to increase funding for ... education," he said, adding "Money doesn't necessarily
m'can qualilY education. but it certainly helps."

iC~

by Randy Stolz
Craig said he thinksldalw'S
The University News
cit izcns arc willing to pay more
money, provided il is targeted directly
Widespread cynicism and apathy
1'01' education.
He added that the onon college
campuses
dist urbs
ly real way to increase money 1'01'
Democratic Congressman
Richard
education is to broaden the economic
Stallings
because many federal
base of the state.
policies, including financial aid to
Currie said, '~\Vedesperately need
students,
a military draft and
to increase higher education funding;
economic
development,
impact
It's embarrassing to sec how poor our
young adults, he said at a forum held
cducnt ion is in Idaho compared to
Oct. 22.
ot her states." he said.
"It's your future," he said. "We're
Currie also said it is important to
passing on an enormous debt. The
keep challenging bright students. He
Strategic Defense Initiative will COSI
pointed ,()lI1 thai other, slates allow
over $4,000 for every man, woman
certain studenis 10 enter college as
and child in the United Stales. A
sophomores.
third of the budget goes for defense,
Currie said it is very important to
, and you'll pay for it," Stallings add'pay teachers al professional-level
ed. "I'm amazed. If my kids bought
sularics.
'
a 'i~lJird and stuck me with the bill,
Craig said he knol\'s hoI\' tough a
I'd be mad."
time the fi1l'lncrs arc having now,
Larry Craig
The participation or individuals is
because he is a ,farmer himself.
the cost' of production bcing close to vital, he said, nOllng the four-vote
"There arc no quick fixes 10,'1 pmbmargin of victory for an Indiana
$4.00. '
lell1lhat was 20 years in the making;
Congressman in the last election, and
One way to offse[ this is a subsidy.
Inllalion and high interesl rates shovhis own 170-vote edge in 1984.
But ,tile subsidy is very large, accorded our fanners inlo a very deep debt
He said he feels the chances of ating to Currie, He said tl)e suhsidy is
hold that is going to be most difricull
tracting the Super-Conducting Supermound $10 billion this year, and may
to get out of," Craig said ..
Collider, a mUlti-billion dollar federal
increase to $30 billion next year.
Craig said there arc some things
project, to the Idaho National
Currie said when the price is set so
that can be done to help, such as '
Engineering Laboratory arc poor.
restructuring finances and debts. He low, it affects Ihe borrowing power
"We have all the qualities to attract
for farmers.
said the Reagan administration has
that project except suitable univer"I'm recommending what I call inspent four times as much on
sities," StalHngs said.
terim supply management. The CCC
agriculture
than the Carter ad"We need universities with strong
would set the ratt: at maybe $5.20,
ministration, which spent more than
physics programs 10 help wilh ongoand rcquire thai the farmer set aside
any administration before it.
ing research at the site. The Univer30-40 percent of their land. This
Currie said federal rarm policies
sity of Texas, the University of ilwould bring down the supply rather
are an "absolute disaster." He said
linois, and schools in the other areas
,i big part of the problem is the Com- quickly. and they could grow other
against
pump
crops on that land that aren't so over- we're competing
modity Credit Corporation selting
millions into physics,but the Idaho
supplied,"he
said.
the loan rate for wheat at $2.45, with

Legislature refuses to. They basically patted the state department of
commerce on the back and wished
them luck," he added,
Democratic State Senate candidate
Karl Brooks, who spoke atthe same
forum, entered the race because or
frustration
with the legislature's
funding or higher education, he said.
Though he coI(sidcrs the student,
and faculty "first rate," he said,
"overthe last 10 years the Idaho
Legislature has given the back of its
hand to education. One-third or the
jobs that will be available 20 years
from now, arc as yet unknown.
Education is important because if increases our adaptability
to the
future," he said.
He said he holds his opponent
partly responsible for public education's fiscal dilemma. "My opponent
has done nothing 10 help BSU. That's
why he hasn'l done any eamp3igning
on campus," Brooks said.
Brooks said he considers the lack
of day-care licensing as great an embarrassment as funding for public
education. "This state licenses you to
make butter and clip fingernails for
a living, but not to care for children,"
he said, predicting,that a day-care bill
will pass the next session.
The forum was presented by Pi
Kappa Delta, BSU's speech and
debate honoraI'.
The aboI'£:stories are the second
in a three-part series on the natiol/a! and state elections. Next
lVeek we I~il/cO~'erthe senate race
and the issues on thl'bal/ot.
!Hllcll for it 011 this page.
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ases
lab is also housed in the center. The
was "very difficult" to get so many
lab processes, labels and tags finds
artists' work together in one place.
from archaeological
sites from
Art students will serve as exhibit
around the state, Baker said. He said
The Hemingway Western Studies
guides, Baker said, explaining the artthe main archaeological interest now
Center was officially opened with an
work to visitors.
is in the Snake River Valley.
evening of ceremonies Oct. 24. NamThe art exhibits will be open to the
Baker emphasized
the intered after the late author Ernest Hempublic II a.m, to 2 p.rn. Monday
disciplinarian
nature of the Hemingway, the former BSU music
through Wednesday, fip.m. 109 p.m.
ingway Center, saying it would proauditorium will be a center for interon Thursday and I p.m. to 4 p.m. on
vide faculty and students the oppordisciplinarian studies of the West, acSunday.
tunity to do "what's o{"interest 10
cording to Acting Director Jim Baker.
The Hemingway Center also hits
them" in a variety of subjects, such
During the opening ceremonies, '~ an auditorium seating up to 275 with
as art, history, English, theater arts,
Jack Hemingway, son 'ill' Ernest
remotely controlled lighting, a screen
music and archaeology.
Hemingway, presented a bronze bust
which automatically rolls down and
Baker said that, ideally, the various
or his father to BSU. Friends of
3,OOO-pipe pipe organ, Baker said.
functions of the center would lie
Ernest Hemingway told anecdotes
The day before the opening
together.
about him and a 1920s silent movie,
ceremonies, Elizabeth Streiff perFor example, he said, a silent film
rilrned in Idaho, was shown;
formed
t he one-woman
play
festival will be held in February. The
After the ceremonies, an art exPlowshares lind Petticoats: Diary oj
Silent Screen lind My Talking Heart,
hibit, IlestC'/:n Visions, was opened to
II Pioneer in the auditorium.
Baker
Ihe memoir of silent film star, dirccthe public.
said the play. was based on the actual
torand writer Nell Shipman, telling
. The Hemingway Western Studies
diary of a pioneer woman.
Center will serve many purposes,
The auditorium can serve as a Icc- 'of her adventures and misadventures
filming movies by Idaho's Priest
Baker said. Three rooms will serve as
t ure hall and a performance hall, he
Lake, would go on sale,
exhibit space. One room will contain
said. II will be closed to the public,
Meanwhile, antique silent film
a permanent exhibit honoring the
except during lectures and pcrforequipment will go on exhibit, neatly
recipients of the BSU President's
mancos. in order to protect the pipe
tying three of the Hemingway's funcAward for Western Li fc and Letters,
organ, he added.
tions together, he said.
Baker said. He said the design of the
Baker said Ahsahta Press, coldBaker said he was impressed by the
exhibit would change as more peodrill Magazine, Hemingway Western .
cooperation among faculty to put
pic received the award.
Studies Series, Western Writers Series
together the various programs and
Two rooms will be open for traveland the Journal of the Rocky Mounexhibits and that the center would
ing exhibits. The present exhibit.
lain Modern Linguistics Association
create many opportunities
for stuWestern Visions, will last until Dec.
would all be headquartered
in the
dent internships.
15. It will be "the longest running
Hemingway Center.
show we do," Baker said. He said it
BSU's archaeological
processing
II)' nay Baldazo
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Jerry Jonn/son I Unlvorslty

Just plain big:

Nows

Two workman install a 1951 Austin
pipe organ in the Hemingway Center.
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The University News
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The I\SBSU general senate elections will be held Oct. 28 and 29, and
theresults will be announced Oct. 29
at 5 p.m. in the SUB Ada Lounge.
Senators Rick Overton,
Vicky
, Keeth, Scott Michael Compton, Eric
Phillips and Senate President Pro
Tempore Doreen Heinrich arc f\1I1ning for re-election.
The ballot will include nineadditional candwates who, along with Ihe
incumbents, will vie for senate seats.
Thonias Huffman, of Sheffield
Lake, Ohio, is an electronics science

major whose three main concerns arc
lack
of
Vocational-Technical
representation
in the senate, lack of
adequate . parking and a separate
workstudy program for the School of
Vocational Technical Education.
. Carl Don Ulrich, a drafting major
for Heyburn, Idaho, said his conccrns .. inelude
campus
security,
Homecoming
King and Queen,
financial aid, parking and the SUB's'
upstairs cafeteria.
Ulrich adovcatcs getting rid of the
Sheriffs department and having the
Boise City police patrol the campus.
He is against the Homecoming King.,
and Queen selection committee, and
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wants the students to be better informed about registration and what
financial aid is available.
Ulrich is concerned about getting
better patrolling of the parking lots
and about the quality of the food in'
the cafeteria.
Kurtis D. Leatham, from Boise,is
an electronic
technology
major.
Leatham is concerned with parking
during major events at the Pavilion
and Morrison Center: .He wants to
have parking attendants during large
events to ensure that dormitory park-'
inlj is not IIsed by the general puhlic.
He is also concerned with KBSU,
instructors' salaries, and Vo-Tech curriculum. Leatham said the instructors
on this campus deserve more money,
even if it means curtailing future programs or construction. He also said
KBSU should be run and manned by
students and faculty only, and that
the programs offered by Va-Tech are
viable and should
be funded
accordingly.
Debra Brown,. a medical rccords
major from Idaho Falls, said her concerns include student participation in

See Elections, page·lO.
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Danny P. Santos, Placement Coordinator, Willamette
University College of Law in
SalernoOregon, will be on
campus Thursday, October 30,
1986,1:30 pm to 5 pm,to meet
'with interested students.
Career Phmning 8> Placement,
'Room 123, Administrntion Bldg.
Phone 385-1747

Want A Good Job?
BE A

BANI(·TELLER
BE EMPLOYABLE
IN FOUR SHORT WEEKS
FREE

'PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE'

CALL TODAV

TELLEP.TRAINING

INSTITUTE-

1471 Sliorellon. 3313-1333
6111so, IOl<ho 113702
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Idaho Power removes
PCBs to avoid liabili<ly
by CR •.Cooley

The University News
As part of a program implemented
by Idaho Power, two transformers on
the BSU campus will be flushed and·
PCB oils will be replaced. Idaho
Power
is replacing
all PCB
transformers,
Ed Wood of -Idaho
Power said.
Idaho Power is not required ·to
flush the transformers, Environmental Protection Specialist AI Odrnark
said, but will remove the PCB oils to
avoid any liability. Steve Provant,
Manager of Solid and Hazardous
WaSle Sector ofthc
Health and
Welfare Department, said that since.
the amount of PCBs released into the
environment can be controlled, it is
best to control them ..
Transformers may contain up to 80
percent PCBs, and can remain in service as long as they arc labeled ...are
away from a food environment and
arc. outside, Provant said, and even
flushed transformers arc not completely clean.
PCBs are not soluble in water and
so arc not flushed out of the human
body, Odmark said. They build up in
fatly tissues.
In high dosages, PCBs have becn
know to cause cancer in laboratory
animals, but no relation to human

rigley: Idaho's traveling poet
by Ann Marie McNary
The University News
Robert Wrigley, Idaho's current
Writer in Residence, said that,
while it is gratifying to be published, it has nothing to do with
writing, and that people can
publish too much.
Wrigley was on the BSU campus Oct. 16 and 17 as part of the
Writers and Artists Series. Three
years ago, Idaho established a
writer-in-residence
position, . a
revolving two-year post which
. "brings current literature to the
state (and) disseminates
it,"
Wrigley said.
The writer in residence gives
tours, approximately 10 a year in
10 different
towns,
giving
workshops and public readings.
Wrigley has published three
poetry collections, the most recent, titled "Moon in a Mason
Jar," in September, and he received the Celia B. Wagner award
from the Poetry Society of
America.
Many of the towns Wrigley
tours are small, and a poetry
reading often a !H.'W experience to
them.
,
Wrigley said he feels audiences
in small towns are wonderful
because they do not bring any preconceptions.
"Poetry is going
through a Renaissance, I think,"

cancer has been found, Provant said.
He said the worst thing PCBs have
been linked with is skin sores that
vanish once contact with PCBs is
stopped.
PCBs,
which
stands
for
polychlorinated
biphenyls, arc a
family of 209 chemical compounds
ranging in characteristics from light
oily fluids to heavy greases, according to a pamphlet put out by thc
American Council on Science and
Health.
The production and usc of PCBs
began in 1929, and: because of their
insulating
and non-flammable
characteristics,
they
gained
widespread use in transformers and
other electrical equipment, the pamphlet said.
PCBs were also used in the
manufacture of plastics, adhesives,
newsprint
and fluorescent
light
ballasts, the pamphlet said, and even
though production of PCBs in the
United
States has ceased,
an
estimated 750 million pounds of
PCBs arc still in usc.
People are exposed routinely, Provant said, but high-level exposures are
rare, and four studies reported in the
ACSH pamphlet said that even high
levels of exposure have not been proven to cause adverse effects in
humans.

by Donna Pfeiffer
711e University Neil'S

and Vo-Icch officials warned students
they had to pay their own fines, adding that several undercover and
The Vo-Tech Hobo March could
marked cars passed his Broadway
have been a financial disaster-this
and University Drive post between 6
year, but planning and determined
;1.111. and I p.m.
students turned it into the biggest
Other students said they felt the
moneyrnaker ever, according to jan
police patrol was unusually heavy
Cannata,
Student
Act ivit ies
this year. They said on Vista Avenue
president.
alone, marked cars were stationed at
More than $20,000 was collected,
Kootenai, Rose Hill and further
despite police warnings that marchers
down Capito! Boulevard at Univerwould be ticketed for jaywalking if sity Drive, and a roving patrol passcaught soliciting in the street, Caned hobo posts regularly.
nata said.
"You never knew when they were
Atraffic officer told the Vo-Tech
coming," Bowman said.
student body that increased traffic
"That's news to me," Watch Composed a danger and hobos would be mander Lt. Richard Lindcrcr said.
restricted to sidewalks this year.
"The city doesn't have the manpower
Cannata said the police seemed
to send undercover cars to ticket
genuinely concerned about the mar- jaywalkers."
.
chers' safety, but they also felt hobos
Lindercr said that the patrol was
would obstruct traffic and irritate
not increased and that he did not
~rivers.
Police told the hobo
know about the policy to keep marassembly marchers would be ticketed
chers on the sidewalk. "It probably
even if they stayed in t he crosswalks
came from the administration,"
he
or on medians and begged only while said.
the light was red.
Boise Police Chief James Mont"He literally
went on for 20 gomcry said no such ruling came
minutes," Cannata said.
from his office, but hobos had been
Welding student Bill Bowman took hurt in the past and there was conthe warning seriously. He said his cern for their safety, as well as con'collccrlons were low because he could cern that traffic not be delayed.
not go out into stopped traffic. He
Cannata said that, in 34 years of
collected about $10.
Hobo Marches, she knew of only one
"It's kind of hard because they student injury. HI think someone
don't want you out in the street. The broke anarm about four years ago,
police will give you a ticket,"
but that was before my time," she
said.
Bowman said.
Vo-Tech
Assistant
Dean Tom
He said jaywalking tickets cost $20

ART

Denison said some minor student injuries had occurred in the past and
he felt police wanted to avoid a major incident.
Denison said collections were
probably down as a result of the new
policy, but there was still good public
support for the scholarship program.
"Some people came to the Vo-Icch
Building with donations because the
students couldn't get to their cars this
year," he said.
While no one got a jaywalking
ticket, some hobos did not keep to
the curbs. Electronics student Steve
Buck collected more than $150 at
Maple Grove and Victory, outside the

I
,

he said.
Wrigley has been teaching at
Lewis Clark State College for nine
years, and makes a distinction
between being a teacher that
teaches poetry and being a poet
that teaches.
While the position of writer in
residence takes time from writing
and teaching, Wrigley said he tries

to be disciplined and set aside
time each day to write.
His latest poetry collection is
about "frustrated wishes, dreams,
reality, nightmares, ecstasy, love
and death," he said. He said he
is in no hurry to publish another
collection; "I think it will be at
'least five years," he said.

city limits.
"Everybody was really working for
. us," he said.
Buck solicited from the street, but
said he did not delay traffic. "They
had to stop anyway," he said.
Buck's cans were full of$5 and $10
bills, and checks. He said a sheriff's
officer and a city officer who
stopped and gave money did not
harass him for working in the street.
March collections may have been
a little lower than 1985 figures, but
they were offset by door-to-door collections. About 30 hobos solicited in
the North End the evening of Oct. 16,
Cannata said.

"We did a lot of pre-publicity and
turned what could have been a
disaster to our advantage," she said,
adding that increased visibility and
public awareness contributed to the
event's success.
Hobo collections arc.dedicated for
$100 scholarship awards. Any Vo:
Tech student with a B average \vlfp·
has been in the march and been involved in extra-curricular student activities is eligible for the scholarships,
Cannata said.
A highlight of the march is the
best-dressed contest, with prizes of
$25 savings bonds.awarded
from the
Student Activities operating blJ(Il;CI.
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ewman still the shark
by Edith Decker

who breaks your favorite knick-knack. What
can you do except be frustrated with him?
Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio
(Scarface)
I admit it. I am a pool playing animal. I plays Vince's girlfriend. She is beautiful and
can always think of 15 fates to put on those calculating, one of those women that mamas
15 shiny balls,
warn their sons about.
which I then ram
These characters all operate in an icky, dirand sink with a ,ty world. Cheap everything-hotels,
meals,
vengeance.
It's bars, bands. The only expensive things are the
very therapeutic.
game and the cue sticks. As you might exSo is The Color pect, the editing and photography
on the
of Money, star- game scenes is excellent-none
of that sportsring Paul New- type, here-we-are-covering-the-game-fromman
and Tom only-twa-angles
stuff. It's creative.
'Cruise.
You don't have to be a pool buff to apThe
classic
predate this film. In fact, how many of you
pool film of all know the ins and outs of 9-ball? Certainly
time
is
The 110t I. The subject isn't pool; it's money and
Hustler (1961) whose main character, Fast Ed- how to get money and what happens when
die Felson, learns from the best. Eddie was you've got it. The performances are great, the
played in 1961 by Newman and the best was technicalities
unflawed.
played by Jackie Gleason.
If there is a problem, it's in the storylineThis time around, Eddie is the teacher and noi only its predictability, but its completion.
Vince (Cruise) is the student. It's the story That is, the ending stinks. It's ungratifying
over again, the talc repeating itself in time. and of the tune-in-next-film genre. Of course,
The game now is 9-ball...,.but the moral is still I can't tell you
the same-make
money.
what happens, as
Newman is a helluvan actor and he has a that wouldn't be
great time playing, or rather replaying; his old sporting.
role-and
one of his most famous. Eddie is
There's
one
merciless and pitiful within three minutes'
scene I have to
time.
tell the pool fans
He just ain't what he used to be; his eyes about
before
I
arc shot, his game is gone. He misses the signs finish. The rest of
of human nature and ends up being hustled
you can jump
himself by a hustler. All he remembers how down
to
the
to do is make money at pool, and it's this that rating
if you
he teaches Vince, only this-and
he creates
want.
Newman .1;......,;;,.;;,;"""
a monster.
walks into an Atlantic City convention center.
I can't help thinking of Cruise (Top Gun) There arc 30 beeeeautiful pool tables all in
as nothing more than a juvenile delinquent
a row, balls racked, cues in place ... just
who got to be famous. His part as Vince docs warms the cockles of my heart.
nothing to allay this theory, either. Vince is
The films is playing at the 8th Street
"an incredible flake," not to mention an irn- Theaters and is rated R.
mature jerk.
Cruise plays Vince well; you like him and
hate him at the same time. He's like a kid
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If you
artichoke
list, here's
-Fine Art

have a wooden
on your shopping
where to go: Yates
gallery. The wood
sculptures of BSU Art
Professor John Taye exhibited there are realistic
interpretations
of still-life
i\.ubjects. Taye said, "I like the
way the beauty of the wood
can be combined with the
forms and shapes found in
real objects."
His careful
sculptures are a joy to the
eye-if
not to the palateand are on view at Yates, 112
N. 6th Street through
Nov. IS.

by Edith Decker

as good as it could have been.
Philip
Bosco
plays the school
ado.
ministrator, a real Mr. Status Quo. His midSo, what do you do with a film that's got
dle name is Don't-Rock-The-Boat.
Shallow
great actors playing great characters, but is stuff, though. Piper Lauric is great, though, .
plotless-or
as good as plotless? I don't know as Sarah's mother.
about you, but I shrugged
and, left the
One problem with the script, unfortunately
theater. I would have forgotten the whole
a necessary one, is that Sarah doesn't speak,
but uses sign language. In order for the auepisode except that 1 have to tell you all about
it. .
dience to understand,
James has to tell us
Children of a Lesser God has no impact.
what she's saying. Rather unfair, what? He
There is nothing lasting in it, nothing to think
has twice the lines to memorize and she has
about.
none.
Check out this scenario and tell me if
A round of lovemaking in the pool also
you've heard it before. Boy meets girl. Boy
stretches the imagination. Sure, it looks great
gets girl. Boy loses girl. Boy gets girl back.
on film; shows off the photography
and
A happy ending ensues. The audience snifediting departments,
but when was the last
fles a little-a
very little-as
the Paramount
time you saw two people in the school swimmountain
fades. I never really understood
ming pool gelling it on? Not likely, eh?
how he lost her in the first place.
I COUldn't get away from the feeling that
On the other hand, there are the actors and
I was expected to be crying at the end of the
the characters. William Hurt, whose mantle
film. I felt like William Hurt would look right
now boasts an Oscar for Kiss of the Spider at me and say, "Edith, what the hell's wrong?
Woman, plays a teacher (James) at a rernotYou're supposed to be crying." What can I
ish school for deaf children. Marice Matlin
say? I just couldn't do it. I, who cried when
plays a deaf woman (Sarah) who grew up at
the ship came back for EJ'., couldn't wrench
the school. Sarah spent her time building
a tear out of the 01' lachrimal ducts. It's a
walls between herself and everyone elseand
sad comment on our times-and
our films.
being angry (at herself and everyone else).
Cliiidren of a Lesser God is playing at the
Th'ey are both powerful in their parts. A Egyptian on Capitol and Main and is rated
lot of emotion was written into the script for
R.
these two and they take advantage of it. The
one-is-deaf twist on the old story line simply isn't enough virtuosity to make the. film
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Crcntive
Career
Exploration workshop,
YWCA, through Oct. 30.For more information, call 345-5101.
Lecture
on "Thoreau
&. English
Uebel
Groups at the Turn of the Century" by Lonnie Willis, Education Building room 716, 3
p.rn., free. Sponsored by the Organization of
Student Social Workers.
Skiing films, equipment displays, and door
prizes, Liberal Arts Building room 106, 7
p.m., free. Sponsored by the Bogus Basin's
Alpine Ski Program & BSU Ski Club.
Community
Orchestraconcert, SPEC,
S p.rn. General admission is $4; non-BSU
students
and seniors,
$2; free to BSU
students, staff and faculty.
Gon,19llUildy
lectures on "Government:

Justin
Lookout

Kaplan, Pulitzer Prize-winning
biographer,
will give a lecture in the SUB
room Oct. 30 at 8 p.m. Kaplan authored H'.altWhitman: A Life; Mark Twain
and His World; Lincoln Steffens. A Biography; and Mr. Clemens and Mark Twain,
for which he won the Pulitzer. Kaplan has also cdited books, and he contributes
to
major American magazines including Harper's, Atlantic Monthly and Columbia
Journalism
Review.
Ance Bcrnays, author of several novels, will read from her work in the SUB Boisean
Lounge on Oct. 30 at 3 p.rn, Publishers Weekly called her latest novel, The Address
Book, "Eerie and tantalizing in the extreme."

The admirably

active Anthropology

film about the daily life
and government
of people living in the Todos Santos
.Cuchumatan area of Guatemala
Wednesday
evening. After the
film, BSU professor and linguist Jon P. Dayley, who has lived and
worked in' Guatemala,
will discuss the Guatemalans'
concepts
,.of race and ethnicity. The film and discussion will be held
in the SUB Boisean Lounge, Oct. 29, at 8 p.m. Thanks to the
Anthropology
Club's sponsorship,
admission is free.

Public Opinion vs, Reality," SUB Ballroom,
8 p.rn. General admission is $5, BSU students
admitted for $2.
The Story of English, "The Muvvcr Tongue,"
KAID-4, 10:30 p.m. (Repeats Oct. 49)

p.rn, Admission is $1 per child, proceeds
benefit the YWCA Battered Women and
Children's Crisis Center.
.,
Western Film Series; Bad Company, Business
Building room 105; 7 p.rn., free.

Brown B:lg lunch and film, Killwith
talk. by Suzanne
McCorkle,
12:30 p.rn.
Guitar Society Concert, Morrison
Center
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

Oregon Shakespeare Company touring team
presents a collage of scenes and poems from
Shakespeare's
work, SPEC, I p.m., free.
Anne Bernays, distinguished novelist, speaks
in the SUB Boisean Lounge, 3 p.m., free.
Casper's Spookhouse,
405 S. 8th St., 4 to 8
p.m. Admission
is $1 per child, proceeds
benefit the YWCA Battered Women and
Children's Crisis Center.
Voodoo
documentary
film and lecture,
BusincssBuilding
room lOS, 7 p.rn.

HERS/West

ing

Us Softly.

nsu

Advising period for spring pre-registration
begins.
Casper's Spnokhouse,
405 S. 81hSt., 4- to 8

Clubwill present

Todos Santos Cuchumatan, a documentary

BSU Volleyball vs, Eastern Washington,
Gym, 7:30 p.m.
Senior Vocal Recital by Ted Totorica, Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m., free.
Justin
Kaplan,
Pulitzer
prize-winning
biographer,
speaks in the SUB Lookout
Room, 8. p.rn., free.

Last Day to file Cuarantccd
Student Loan
for fall.'
Casper's Spookhouse, 405 W. 8th sr, 10 a.rn.
to 7 p.m. Admission is $1 per child, proceeds
benefit the YWCA Battered Women and
Children's Crisis Center.
Oregon Shakespeare Company touring team
performs Encounters with Americans, selections from America .. literature, Morrison

applications

I.
C

a
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Scared in the darl<
Sitting in the dark and being scared is a national
pastime-especially
at Halloween. Probably the most
common form of this practice is going to a scary
movie. Several of the theaters around town are
hosting Halloweenish
films, both frightening and funny, on Friday night.
Get out your toast, rice, newspapers, and all the
other junk you should take, if you want to go to the
Rocky Horror Picture Show. It may not be terribly
eerie, but it's a lot of fun. It's playing at The Flicks
at midnight on Halloween and is rated R.
Besides a regular feature film of Halloweenish proportions, Trick or Treat, a mixture of horror and rock
.'
and roll, the Mann Theaters have four films playing
Friday and Saturday at midnight. On the petrify and gorify side arc The Shilling, starring Jack
Nicholson, (rated R) and the original Halloween, starring Jamie Lee Curtis, also rated R.
If you're not in mental shape for the horrific sorts of films on Halloween, the Mann's other two
films are Haunted Honeymoon, a comedy starring Gene Wilder and Gilda Radner and rated PG;
and Legend, a mystical, magical sort of fantasy, ridden with wizards and unicorns and stuff. It's
also rated PG. All the Mann midnight movies begin at, eerily enough, midnight, and cost $2. The
doors open at 11:45 p.rn., at which time a costume contest will be held, with the winners receiving
pizzas from Papa Joe's.
.

The touring team from the Oregon
Shakespeare
Company will. tickle your
theatrical fantasies with two programs
this week. They will present a collage of
scenes and poems from Shakespeare's
works Oct. 30 from 1 to 2 p.m. in the
SPEC. The next morning they will perform
Encounters with Americans, selections from

American
literature, at 10:40 p.m., in the
Morrison Center on Stage II. Admission is
free. Following their presentation,
Pulitzer
Prize-winning
biographer Justin Kaplan
will lead a discussion in room 208a of the
Liberal Arts Building, Oct. 31, at 12:30
p.rn,

Student musicians take OIC stage in three concerts this
week. Thc BSU Community Orchestra, which includes
students as well as Boise community musicians, will perform Oct. 27. at 8 p.m, in the SPEC. Director Michael
Samball haschosen
two symphonies and two suites for
the evening performance,
including Haydn's Paris symphony no. 43 and Handel's "Faithful Shepherd Suite."
Admission to the orchestra's concert is $4; seniors and nonBSU students admitted for $2; BSU students admitted free.
The Guitar Society will perform guitar and lute music from
Medieval to jazz Oct. 28 at 8 p.m. in thc Morrison Center
Hall. South American composers
Villa-Lobos,
Torroba
Lauro head theirmusic
program, which also features two
Renaissance
lute duets by John Dowland and
Francesco da Milano .. Arter intermission,
the
group will play modern works by Mason
Williams and Chct Atkins. Admission to the
guitar society concert is $3, BSU students
admitted for $1.
.
Senior singer Ted Totorica will perform
his senior recital. Beginning with four arias
by Scarlatti, he will also perform music by
Beethoven and Basque Art Songs by lparraguire, Totorica received scholarship support for his studies at BSU and the Univcrsity of Maryland. His recital is free,

Center Stage II, 10:40 a.rn.
SPlJ Film, Psycho, SUB Ada Lounge, 7 p.m.
Admission is $2.50, BSU students, sta ff and
faculty admitted for $1.
New West Productions presents The Maids,
Morrison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.m. Admission is $5; senior citizens admittcd for $3.50;
BSU students with 1.D., free.

Lust day to see BGA exhibit "Post-Modcrn
Classicism."
.
Run, Lady, Run, the YWCNs all-woman run,
is opcn to runncrs, walkers, wheclers and
strollers (womcn pushing kids in strollcrs).
The mcc starts at the· YWCA, registration
8:30-9 a.m. cntry fec $8.
Idaho Theatre for Youth Ilcrforms More

Mother Goose, Education

Building, Fifth
Floor, Reading Center, 11 a.m,
Smilie River Alliance dinner, costume contest and program on "The Fate of WPPSS
I and 3," 720 W. Washington, 6 p.m. Adult
dinners, $4; children's, $1.50.
Gift performance
of Camelot opens, Morrison Center, 8 p.m., free.
New West Productions
presents The Maids,
Morrison Centcr Stagc II, 8:15 p.m. Admission is $5; seniorcitizcns
admitted for $3.50;
BSU students, free.

Girt performance
of Came/ot, Morrison
Center, 8 p.m., free.
fhe Galapagos:
How They Got There,
KAID-4, Bp.m.

aids' cast invigorating
by Mike Medberry
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We share no secrets. Out of the theater into harshly lit,
,/
cinderblock hallway walk playgoers, side by side, moving
towards a lobby and the dark outdoors. Absurd. After
sharing the the innermost secrets of three characters
in The Maids, we-share no secrets.
While their mistress is away, the maids, Claire and
SoIange, ritualize their fantasies.
In the supreme expression of their love for Madame,
the maids imitate her, and, in the supreme expression of
their hate, they want to kill her,
What the maids feel for Madame they
also feel for each other as they switch
/
parts in their ceremony and twist fantasy
~.-'~~.'
into real life.
~~~
Jean Genet's play contrasts love
with hate, life with death, and
poverty with wealth. A funhouse
mirror spans the stage, distorting
the contrasts,
tricking
and
challenging us to understand what
director Mark Rosenwinkel calls
"a sort of philosophical mystery."
Elizabeth Streiff is striking in the
part of Claire. Her diabolical joy, as she plans
murder, raises gooseflesh, and her moments of
intimacy with Solange make it clear
that sisters shouldn't touch in quite
this way. Streiff's energy on
stage is a pleasure to see.
Trish Elledge acts the
part of So lange, a char.-.:? ~
acter whose strength
••
......p
builds
as the play progresses.
..- ,L.. __
Elledge plays the part with depth and
~
f:"""'understanding. The most difficult moments
I"
~
in the play come toward the end when
V
Solange has a long, strange sililoquy, which Elledge pulls off with vigor.
Terri Dillion acts well, but her characterization
of Madame lacks subtlety. She portrays
Madame as being extremely haughty, which marks Madame as a likely candidate for murder,
but hardly makes her lovable.
Director Rosenwinkel offers a post-show discussion with the audience, which, at least
on opening night, was well worth the time ..
The show continues Oct. 31 and Nov. I on Stage II of the Morrison Center. Curtain
is 8:15 p.m. and admission is free to full-time BSU students.

1t,

by Tim Johnstone,

"Shellshoek,"
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t)' In Pink soundtrack.

Brotherhood is the fourth album from the
Manchester band New Order, which has been
escaping from the shadow of Joy Division
ever since Ian Curtis hanged himself on the
eve of that band's first American tour. Surviving Joy Division members brought in Gillian
Gilbert on keyboards, changed their name to
New Order and started anew.
Brotherhood leaves behind much of the
lifeless elub music of New Order's last LP,
Low Life. Side one has the energy apparent
on the earlier Everything's Gone Green and
Temptation. "Weirdo,"
from
the new
album features Bernard Sumner's characteristically charging guitar rhythms while "As
It Is When It Was" features an accoustic
guitar. "Broken Promise," is a harder-edged,
guitar-dominant
piece.
Side one opens with two strong numbers,
"Paradise" and "Wall of Life." Both songs
feature
Sumner's
vocals and vocal arrangernents. The band's work with producer
John Robie shows up here. Robie remixed
"Subculture" from their last LP and co-wrote

BInc!, Angus-Grand
Stand, Oct. 31-Nov. 1.
Bouquet-Chicken
Cordon Bleus, Oct. 27;
Secret Agents, Oct. 28-Nov. I.
Crazy Horsc--'-M.O.D.,
Oct. 29-Nov. I.
Dino's-Ncw
Attitude, Oct. 27-Nov. I.
DJ's-Curfew,
Oct. 27, 28; Chasers, Oct.
29-Nov. I.
Fats-Bandit,
Oct. 28-Nov. 1.
Hannah's-Bates
Motel, Oct. 28-Nov. I.
$150 costume prize, Oct. 31.
Hcnnes§cy's-'-Kevin
Kirk, Oct. 28·Nov. I.
J>ol;'l;, S!Qd, & BllrrcI-BiIly
Braun, Oct.
28·30; Vern Swain, Oct. 31 and Nov. I;
Ragged But Right, Nov. 2.
Minglcs-Hi-Tops,
Oct. 30-Nov. I. $150 in
prizes Oct. 31.
.
Nel1del's-Mariah,
Oct. 28-Nov. I.
Pcngilly's-JohnHu!lsen,
OCL. 29-Nov. I.
PeterSclJott's-Chcrec
&. John,
Oct.
r...297Nov.I..
.,(L,
"
l'

which appeared

on the Pret-

Side two opens with the first American
single from the album, entitled "Bizarre Love
Triangle." This song will be more familiar to'
those who enjoyed the Low Life album, relying more on Gilbert's synthesizers and the
steady bass work of Peter Hook.
It also follows such earlier New Order
songs as "Confusion"
and "Thieves Like
Us." "All Day Long" is a softer number
featuring simple guitar picking, melodic bass
work, a great story and terrific string samples
from Gilbert's keyboards. It is a particularly
vivid song. The album closes with "Every
Little Counts,"
a Lou Reed spin-off which
could easily be mistaken for "Walk on the
Wild Side.' Sumner's aloof and humorous'
vocals include his breaking into laughter
. throughout
the song.
Brotherhood is one of New Order's best.
Considering
the somewhat
disappointing
Low Life LP, and the less than satisfying
"Shellshock"
single, this album came as a
pleasant surprise.
.

Red. Lion. Downtownes--Sneak
Preview.
Oct. 27-Nov. I.
River-Redstone,
Oct.27.Nov.1.
Sandpiper-Rob
Harding, Oct. 29-Nov. I.
Shorly's-Chasers,
Oct. 26, 27; Idaho, Oct.
28-Nov.1.
Tom Grainey's-Heartbrcak
Radio, Oct.
28-Nov. I.
Vulcntino's-Chuck
and the Wheels, Oct,
28-Nov .. 1.

Halloween Night, dance to the Mystics
at Lakepoint Centre, 300 Mallard ill
Park Center. Music starts at 9 p.m., $3
cover, . (Ind the Idaho Shakespeare
Festival benefits. Happy Ghouling!

Nicaragua. White said the Moscow's
.university administration is drug and
alcohol abuse on campus. He said city council has already passed the
symposiums have been sponsored to resolution ..
Another
issue of concern 10
address the subject.
. College campuses, long the focal
Picketing on a continual basis is students oh the Vol' I campus deals
point of demonstrations-and political
with the Strategic Defense Initiative.
occuring on the University of Utah
activism, are experiencing a resurAn SOl resolution was put on the
'Campus over the apartheid issue.ucgence of student involvement and
general election ballot last fall and
cording to ASUU President Mark
concern over national and interthe SDI program was approved overPaul.
nat ional issues.
whelmingly. White, attributedThe
Students have erected shanties,
The issues that united students in
passage 10 a strong show of/support
organized marches and sponsored
protest during the turbulent '60s are
from the ROTC and engineers.
speakers on campus, and faculty
history. Today's student activists are
Students Against Apartheid on the
members recently organized a teachvocalizing the problems they see in
ISUcampus fashioned, a shanty on
the world in 1986, and the two issues. .in on Sooth Africa.
U of U has under $2 .rnillion in- . the campus to show concern about
receiving the most media attention
in South Africa:
arc South Africa and US. foreign . vested in South Africa and the the situation
university's governing body voted not Speakers from U of Uhave lectured
policy in Central America.
on the campus, along with black
Students at the University of 'to divest those funds.
Africans who related the living eonIn opposition to the divestment
Oregon are embroiled in an eightaims of the anti-apartheid groups arc ditions for blacks in South Africa.
year-running lawsuit on divestment
The perceivable lack of protesting
the Students Against Apartheid and
of funds in South Africa, which has
here does not mean HSU students arc
Divestment who do not believe
sparked students and community
any less interested in political prodivestmentwill
solve the problem,
members to organize rallies, ASUO
Paul said, adding that this group is cesses than other campuses, Student
President Steve Nelson said. The proActivites Director Greg Blaesing
a lot smaller than the other.
tests' arise out of an opinion issued
said. '
Closer to home, the U of I cam.by the attorney general, which stops
what affects them directly, rather
pus has been the scene of students
, divestment.
opposing any investment in COIll- than national issues, and it also
Central America is also on the
might be a reflect ion of Idaho
panics doing business in South
minds of U of 0 students. Through
cult ure, he said.
a sister university program on' the. Africa, ASUI President Gino White
"It doesn't touch them:' he added.
said.
.
campus, students have adopted the
Students may not be aware of all
A' group of students and comcentral campus in San Salvador, EI
the international issues, or may not
munity members, Idaho Coalition
Salvador, and st udents are very inhave not seen that type of behavior
for peace and justice, is involved with
volved with is going on in that counmodified, he said.
a program in which the city of
try, Nelson said.
Another issue of concern to the Moscow will adopt a sister city in
by Steve F. Lyon

.
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"Unfortunately, with
the summit, and the
concentration
upon
summitry,
people
wantthings to happen
overnigh t. "

'The University News

Results of the hastily arranged
summit in Reykjavik, Iceland, between U.S. President Ronald Reagan
and his Soviet counterpart, Mikhail
Gorbachev, received different interpretations fromtwo BSU professors.
Dr. William Overgaard, chair of
- Dr. William Overgaard
BSU's political science department,
said the press expected too much of ..__ -----------the meeting, while history Special o'·\iI'ill,partic'ulady in Western Europe,
Lecturer Walter Miszczenko said proadding that; if the tone of recent
gress was made without the signing
American newspapers was any inof an agreement.
dication, the Soviets succeeded.
Overgaard said the summit had
The Western news media, par.been called by Mikhail Gorbachev
ticularly the American news media,
with only two weeks' notice.
Overgaard said, expected too much
"It would be a pre-summit; the
of the summit. The media was
news media referred to it as a minicritical of Reagan, claiming he failsummit. These were preliminary
cd "to realize acceptable, reasonable
discussions leading up to the next
conditions
for arms control and
major summit, the one that had been
disarmament,"
he said.
discussed back in Geneva," he said.'
"I do feel that in many respects
"Unfortunately, with the summit,
Gorbachev did not expect there to be
and the concentration
upon suman acceptance
on the part of
mitry, people want things to happen
Reagan," Overgaard said.
overnight," Overgaard said, adding
He said that Reagan's refusal to
that the process of arms control is a give up the Strategic Defense Inlong one.
itiative at the bargaining table was
Overgaard said he suspected that
sound and responsible policy in view
Gorbachcv's invitation was a Soviet
of what Overgaard feels is a Soviet
publicity ploy designed to gain goodsuperiority in nuclear and convcn-

tional military strength, and antiballistic missile systems, a simpler
form of the SDI currently being
developed by the United States.
Walter Miszczenko, a special Iccturer in the history department, said
he thinks that progress was made at
the summit though no agreement was
committed to writing.

arms control agreement, with the exthe U.S. wants to deploy SDI, adding
that the Soviets want to avoid over- ception of Ronald Reagan.
Earl ier con ferences
bet ween
burdening their economy by having
to counter an AmericanSDI
that is representatives of the two nations,
meeting in Europe, did produce some
operational and in place.
Miszczenko said this summit prob- . breakthroughs, however, Miszczenko
said.
ably changed Reagan's and Gor"Each side is permitted to have adbachev's opinions of each other.
visers present when the other side is
"There were some good suggesconducting maneuvers; this way you
avoid any uncertainty that the other
side may be striking during the
wargarnes.' he said.
"Soviet-American relations arc going to be strained for at least the next
two years, until '88: After the election, it depends on who is president
and how they want to pursue relations with the Soviets," he said.

The Soviets, in their attempts to
get Reagan to halt the development
of SDI, were willing to make huge
concessions, Miszezenko said, concessions which are not likely to be
met again.
"Both the Americans and the
Soviets look at the SDI differently.
The Americans think of it as a defensive measure against
incoming
missiles. The Soviets look on it as an
offensive weapon," Miszczcnko said.
Miszczenko said the Soviets do not
understand the reasoning by which

tionsmade
atthis conference that
had not been made in the past," he
said, but added he did not think it
was likely that Soviets will make any
more major concessions
while
Reagan's SDI is still in development.
"It has been pointed out that this
is the first time,' in about 20 years,
maybe longer, the president has not
reached an arms agreement with the
Soviets," Miszczenko said.
Ever since the Kennedy administration, he said, every American
president has reached some sort of

"It has been pointed
out that this is the
first time, in about 20
years, maybe longer,
the president has not
reached
an arms
agreement with the
Soviets. "
-Walter

Mlszczenko
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improve the quality of education at
BSU.
John H. Quast III is a general
business major from Boise, whose
major interests include student control at KBSU, improved campus
security, more funds for faculty and
an expanded and improved Greek
system.
Darla Scrivner is a Health Science
major from Meridian, Idaho. Her
candidate information form did not
include any stances .on issues.
Rick Overton is an economics major from Meridian, Idaho. Overton
said he thinks the major issues arc informing the students about ASBSU
and campus and state educational
issues, forming a compromise with
KBSU' and forming closer tics between
ASBSU
and
studeni
organizations.
Vicky Keeth is an international
relations major from California.
Keeth said she thnks the major issues
arc funding for the library and higher
education, security on campus and'

Scott Michael Compton is an in- '
'formation sciences majorfrom Boise.'
Compton said he believes the major
issues arc improving campus securistudent government, parking, nontraditional activities and security.
ty via guards and increased lighting,
Brown said that· more students
revamping the GPA requirements for
should show interest in ASBSU and
the ASBSU senate and getting the
that BSU needs to develop new parkGreeks' to assist with the regist ration
process.
ing areas. She said she wants more
family activities and improved safeEric Phillips is a political science
ty conditions.
major from Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
Mark B. McFall is a management
Phillips' candidate information form
, major from Boise. His three main
did not include his stances on issues.
issues are. Homecoming,
campus'
Doreen' Heinrich is a communieasecurity and residence haH parking.
tion major from Weippe, Idaho, who
McFall said there should be more
said she thinks the major issues arc
events and more cOl1ununity involveincreasing services for students by
mcnt in' Homecoming. He said the
solving parking and security procampus needs more lights, and an
blems, KBSU as a student-run
escort serviCe, and that the universiorganization, responsible funding' for
ty needs to insure studenls' parking·
student organizations, re-evaluation
during events.
of the student health insurance proCharmaine McCann is a general
gram and all other student concerns
busines~ major
f.romKetehum,
her constituents bring her.
Idaho, She said she wants to sec stu·
Editor's note; All the above infordenl representation at K13SU, is COllmation w'as taken from candidate incerned with the adequacy of campus
formation forms turned in to the
'
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most of the costumes in stock are'
owned by the theater companies,
each of which geis a percentage of
ould-be masqueraders
can
the rentals on its costumes.
rent Halloween costumes, or
Moxley said the year's most
partial costumes, for anypopular costumes have included
.princes, kings, Arabic outfits and
thing from $5 to $75, at anyone of
ghouls, while dance hall girls and
five costume shops in the area.
gangsters arc standards that rent well
The Costume Shop, located at 211
every year.
The Costume Shop carries over
, 1,000 costumes, including knights,
fairies, period pieces and science fiction costumes.'~We have a real good
choice in a lot of categories," Moxley said.
Cathey Clelland owns Cathey's
Costumes, located at 10719 Fairview
in Boise, and Fantasia Costumes,
located at 419"'S. 10th Ave. in
Caldwell. She said the two shops
combined
offer at least 1,500
costumes,' and anything available at
one may be transferred to the other.
Witches, as well as dance hall girls,
gangsters and ghouls, arc in demand
at Clelland's stores every year, she
said. This -ycar, she said, flappers,
Smurfs, vampires, pregnant nuns and
Elvira out fits have rented especially
well.
Prices in her shops range from $5
or $10 for a jacket, skirt, blouse or
other partial costume, to $75 for an
overstuffed bear outfit, Clelland said.
Some of the more unusual costumes
she rents arc the Smurfs, Humpty
Dumpty (which has already been
rented), a caterpillar and Kermit the
Frog, she said.
"I can't think of anything, olThand, that you could name that we
don't have,"she added.
Festivations charges from $5 for
accessory parts such as hats, jackets
and sweaters, to $50 for an over-thehead dragon,
with the average
costume costing approximately $25,
according to Fcstivations employee
'Charla Jensen,
, The shop, which is located at 1625
Broxon, 'has opened a seasonal
branch at the Plantation Mall, and
'the two locations combined offer apChris Buller I Unlvors/ly Nows
proximately 800-900 costumes,
Ailsa Looney poses with a striking
Jensen said Sout hern belles have
costume that strikes fear into the
been in great demand this year,
hearts of Vandals and Druids,
by Karen Kammann

The' University News
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other=selfaf one of Jive costume shops
N. 8th St., offers costumes such as
Li'l Abner for approximately $10 and
costumes such as a king, complete
with robe, sword, crown, tunic and
,tights, for $50.
The Costume Shop is affiliated
with local theater groups, including
the Idaho Shakespeare Festival. Star
Moxley. the. shop's manager said

Mad Maxine:
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- Chrts Bullor I Un vorslty News

Larry of Arabia:

Costume Shov manager Star Moxley
helps Ted Bernard l'ind 1I costume.

possibly because of Gone With tile
Wind's 50th anniversary. The shop
carries costumes
ranging from
Renaissance garb to Hulk Hogan and
Cyndi Laupcr, The entire costume invcntory of Knock 'Em Dead Productions is on consignment for rental at
Festivations.
An average costume at The Special
Effect costs $15-$25, with partial outfits costing approximately $7.50 and
a brand new line of full-character
animals, such as Garfield, costing ap-

proximately $50, according to Kcllccn
Andrews, who works at the shop.
The Special Effect is located at
3008 Overland Rd. and carries 100150 costumes. The year's most popular costumes have been Elvira, flappcrs, French maids and long wigs,
with Zorro, Dracula, convicts and
priests being in demand every year.
The shop carries a large selection
of wigs, aswell as bumblebees, bats,
Uncle Sam, The Statue of Liberty
and others. ' .

Witch -------..-...---eluded

Cont. from page 1.

a search for a female-based
spirituality, developed another definiby Donna Pfeiffer
tion of witches and witchcraft'.
The University News
The California-based
witch
Starhawk, in the book The Spiral
Trick-or-treaters
and ~os!Umed
Dance: II Rebirth of the Ancient
revelers of all ages can pick from a
Religion of the Grcot Goddess, said,
host of events 10 celebrate this Hal"The Old Religion, as we call it,is
loween.
Haunted
houses
and
closer in spirit to Native American
costume
contests dominate
the
Traditions or to the shamanism of
Hallowed Eve Scene. A sampling of
the Arctic. It is not based on dogma
events is listed below.
or a set of beliefs, nor on scriptures
For Ihe Idds:
or a sacred book revealed-by a great
o "Halloween
Safety Night"; 5-9
man."
p.m., Oct. 31. Overland Park
, According to the current definiPlaza, Overland and the Freeway.
tion, witches need not be female.
Participating merchants will hand
Currentlypracticing witches separate
out free candy to trick-or-treaters
their beliefs from the occult sciences
12 years old and under.
of astrology,
numerology
and
March of Dimes Haunted House;
palmistry, as well as Satan ism.
6633 Overland. Children under
The books Changing of the Gods,
seven years old must be accomby Naomi Goldenberg, God of the .panied by an adult. Cost is $2.50
Witches, by Margaret Murray, and
per person or half price for
Witches by Erica Jong, arc sources' .
groups of five or more.
of additional information.

According 10 Lauran Paine in Sex
,in Witchcraft, the German Jesuit
Frcidrich von Spec, who served as a
confessor to many witches burned at
the stake, said, "She can never clear
herself. The investigating
body
would feel disgraced if it acquitted a
woman; once arrested and in chains,
she has to be guilty, by fair means or
foul. "
The accusation
of witchcraft
became a method
of labeling
undesirable members of society and
disposing of them. Accusers most
often chose the old, isolated and
disempowered. and these qualities
have become part of the present-day
image of the witch as ali old woman
who lives in an isolated house, away
from the community, and has no
family, according to Russell.
Witches were hanged in England
and America, but, on the contineni,
the proper execution was to burn
them at the stake, alive if they did not
rccant, or after strangulation if they
repented, according to Lamer.
Theories on the causes .. duration
and even the ending of the Witch
Craze arc varied among historians,
anthropologists and sO,ciologists.
The rise of the industrial age in the
beginning
of the 18th century,
however, coincided with the end of
the craze. The image of thc witch
dcterioratcd from a vcry real, evil
threat to the well-being and security
of every Christian to the cartoonish
character pulled out as a symbol of
Halloween, along with carved pumpkins and bais.
The fourth phase of the hist~ry of ,
witchcraft began in the 20th century.
The feminist movement, which in-
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Kappa Sigma Fraternity will help
trick-or-treaters
cross Harrison
Boulevard, beginning at 6 p.m.
On Campus:
o International
Students Association; Costume
Party, SUB
Ballroom, 7-12 p.m., free.
o SPB film; Psycho, SUB Ada
Lounge, 7 p.m.
On the Town:
o The
River; Redstone, costume
contest, sponsored by JI05 and
The River.
o Club
OJ's; Chaser, $1 cover
without costume.
o Mingles;
Hi-Tops,
costumc
contest.
o Craz.y Horse; Mcthods of Dancc,
costumc contest.
o Chi' Chi's; costume contcst, sponsored by KlZN.
o Broadway'Bar;
Risky Business,
costume contest.

"Non-Scary Fun for the Kids";
YWCA Crisis Center Benefit, 8th
Street Market Place, 408 N. 8th.
$1 per person for kids 10 years old
and under. Wed. and Thurs. 4-8
p.m., Fri. 10-7 p.m.
"Halloween Watch Night"; The
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Availabie at Union Station
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Sparring:
by

Scott Coffman
Tile University Nell's

The BSU karate club practices
a very different type of the sport,
according to team member Vance
Allison.
"We don't get into anything
1~\I1cy,"he said. "We're really pret- .
t Y basic." The team is not on a
regular competing
schedule,
Allison said, but is practicing on
a weekly basis, while one team
member leaches a karate class on
campus.
.
"We don't sponsor
tournaments," Allison said. "Other
karate organizations do, in the
area, however, and our members
arc involved in this a couple times
a year." ,While it is probably a popular
belief that members of a karate
club have competition in events, .
to display the mastery of their
martial arts skill, the members of
the BSU club arc involved in the
sport primarily for personal gain,

both physically and men:aily,Allison said.
The style the club studies is
called Shotokan, and the club
is associated with Shotokan Affiliates of America, and an international karate organization based in Southern California. According to Allison, the style was
brought from Okinawa, an island
off the coast of China, to Japan
by Gishin Funakoshi,
Following
World War II,
Tsutornu Okisima, the head of the
Shotokan organization
in the
United States, brought the style to
America. It has grown, according
10 Allison, from a small district
in Los Angeles, to a country-wideorganization.
Thc club practices every Monday, Wednesday and Friday in the
Old Gym, located next to the
Pavilion,
and, according'
to
Allison, interested parties may
take instruction in the art through
a P.E. class, on .luesdays and'
Thursdays in the Old Gym.
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SPORTS SCHEDULE
Footba]]
Northern Arizona University
7 p.rn,
Nevada·Reno
1:30 p.m,
N.W. Louisiana
1:30 p.m, "
U of I
1:30 p.m.'

with 76, Utah State University with
119, Southern Utah State University
and BYU, both incomplete.
In addition to Holmes, the other
Bronco finishers were Pete Nunez
(51h in 24:50), Jerry Ljunggren (9th
in 25:12), Kirk Stonerock (10th in
25:31), Danny Stephens (19th in
25:59) and Jeff Magallanes (26th in
26:29).
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Volleyball
E. Washington
U of I
ISIJ
Weber State
Montana State

'Nov. 15
Nov•. 28
. Nov. 29
Dec. 4
Dec. 6
Dec. 13

Dec. 16
The BSU men's cross country team
finished second Friday in the Weber
Stale Invitational at the Riverside
Golf Course' in Roy, Utah.
Weber State College, the host,
finished first:
BSU's leading runner was Danny
Holmes, who took third with a time
of 24:35 on the five mile course.
WSC's score was 37, followed by
BSU with 49, the University of Utah

After Moran's third-quarter kick,
Wilhelm and runningback
Mark
LaCoste each scored on one-yard
plunges.
The game was played in a drizzling Oregon rain, which may have affected Jarret, who threw four interceptions. He completed 28 oUI
passes for 269 yards, however, his best
showing of the season.
Freshman wide receiver Corby
Bedard led, the Bronco receiving
corps with nine catches for 78yards,
while tight end Jon Cox managed 100
yards on only four receptions.
The BSU running game was shut
down by the Beavers, who allowed
only 13 net yards.
Senior free safely Maury Moore
intercepted a pass in the first -half,
ending Wilhelm's streak of completions without an interception at 126.
BSU will play Northern Arizona
University Saturday at I p.m. in
Flagstaff, Ariz.
NAU scored an amazing 24-0
upset over the University of Idaho
Saturday
as placekicker
Goran
Lingrnerth booted-eight field goals,
an NCAA record. The Lumberjacks
arc 5-3 for the season.

lightning struck twice in the same.
place. Jarrett first threw pass that
was intercepted by OSU's Teddy
Johnson, but a· pass interference
The Oregon State University
penalty call nullified the catch. On
Beavers introduced BSU to Paciflc-lfl
Conference football in a big way the .next play, however, Johnson inSaturday, trouncing the Broncos 34-3 tercepted again, leaving OSU at the
Bronco 36-yard line.
in front of 21,264 fans.
A bad series forced the Beavers to
The Broncos, in their first-ever
punt, but Jarrett was again sacked on
meeting with 'the Pac-IO, .managed
only a ·thi:,d~qu:lrter. 'field e~a! .l,ly;-.; third down, forcing BSU also 10
punt.
senior placekicker Roberto Moran
OSU ate up yardage on their next
against the Beavers, who improved
series with short runs before quarter·their record to 2-5 as BSUdropped
back Erik Wilhelm passed 15 yards
to 4-3.
to Dave Montagnefor a touchdown"
The game began sourly for BSU.
the first passing score allowed by
In the first series, the team could not
BSUthis season.
get on track and punted after
. The Broncos appeared to be movfreshman quarterback Keith Jarrett
ing the ball on the next possession,
was sacked on a third-down passing
but a pass from Jarrett slipped out
play.
of the hands of junior wide receiver
After OSU returned the punt to
Sieve Hale and was intercepted by
the BSU 28-yard line, the Beavers adJohnson, who had three total invanced to the five, where they were
terceptions during the game.
driven back twice on sacks by defenThat pick resulted in a 16~yard
sive linemen Peter Kwiatkowski, a
touchdown run by ~.at Chaffey, givjunior, and Lance Sellers, a.senior,
ing OSU a 17-0 lead ..
Sellers' sack moved the ball back
Breen kicked another field goal a
10 the 24, where OSU lined up for its
few minutes-later as OSU took a 20-0
first score of the day, a Marty Breen
margin into the locker room at
, field goal.
'
halftime.
. During the Broncos' next series,
by Chris Walton
The University News

Craig Walters, left, and Vance Allison, righi, exchange punches at a meeting of the karate club.

by

'.

U of Lethbridge
C of I
ISU
U of San Diego
U.S. International
So. Utah State
UC Irvine

in Mountain West Athletic Conference play.
Witli the victory, WSC moved to
only 8-19 overall with a 2-4 conThe BSU volleyball squad suffered
ference mark.
its second and third consecutive setRebecca Richards, a junior outside
backs this weekend, losing to both
hitter, led the effort for BSU with 12
Weber State College and ISU on the
road after losing to the University of ' kills, 18 digs and two service aces.
ISUused a teameffort
to defeat
Montana Oct. 18.
. .
BSU Saturday, as. Margaret Smith
The Wildcats upset the Broncos
had 26 kills, Marie Stielow 21 and
15-11"10-1), 15-10 and 15-11 Friday

by Chris Wallon
The University News

COME IN

7:30p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

r.B.A.
8:30
8:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Chris Ford 18.
The win was the fifth straight for
ISU, which is 6-0 in league play and
15-5 overall.
ISU's Debbie Shively set a school
record for the Bcngals with 71 assists
as the 'Broncos were dropped in five
games, 15-7, 8-15, 17-15, 11-15'and
15-12.
BSU is now-J-3 in the MWAC and
17-8 overall. The Broncos play
. Eastcrn; Washington
University
Thursday and the U of I Saturday.
Both games begin at 7:30 p.rn, in
Bronco. Gymnasium.
.
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last year. which is extremely imporin the lineup andthis provides a cer- physically than last year and should
tant. I do feel we can. and expect us
be
a
better
rebounding
team."
tainamount of uncertainty. Dye said.
The coaching staff at BSU sees this to. contend for the Big Sky chamThree of. the new· faces arrive
pionship. We'vegot some things this
directly from successful programs at year's Big Sky Conference race as
year that we didn't have last year.
other colleges. Jeff Foster. a 6-10. fairly even with Weber State, MonWith the addition of a strong front
200-lb. sophomore center, and Arnell tana State and the U of I the teams to
line to pair with our good shooting
Jones. a 6-6, 230-lb. junior forward •. beat. Dye said. "I want us to improve
guards. and a strong tenacious
will add beef and rebounding power on what we accomplished last-year.
defense, we should be in the thick of
I
think
we
should
be
a
better
reon the frontline.. Foster and Jones are
it." he said.
bounding
team
this
year
than
we
were
from Hartnell. Calif. 's junior college
and San Jose, Calif.is community
. college respectively. and Dan Olson,
a .6-2, 175-lb. junior guard is from
Tacoma, Wash. 's junior college.
.
"Jeff Foster's a good defender and
a good overall athlete," Dye said.
"Dan Olson is from the same mold
as Billy Perkins and will provide the
same role that he did last year."
Greg Dodd. a 6-9. 235-lb. junior
center. Mike Sanor, a 6-7. 21O-lb.forward. and Doug Usitalo, a 6-1. 185-lb.
junior guard. redshirted last season
and will each figure in BSU's plans.
Dye said.
"Greg Dodd has a chance to be
one of the better centers in the conference," Dye said. "Usitalo may
start and will definitely have irn'mediate impact. Sanor is much
improved. "
Two freshmen will see action in the
Big Sky this season for the Broncos.
Jon Johnson, a 6-8, 200-lb. forward.
and David Lowery, a 6-5, 190-lb. forward, will both be debuting in Big
Sky action this season. '
"Lowery is very mature for a
freshman," Dye said. "He is, in a
way, like Chris Childs was last year.
He's quick and is a good defender.
Johnson is a fine overall athlete." .
The Broncos may be lacking in
depth at both center and guard, as
three veterans from last' year's team
are not returning. John Martin, a 6-8.
21O-lb.senior center, is not returning,
as well as Chris Denker. a 6-1, 18S-lb.
. sophomore guard •. who made the
team last year as a walk-on, and Steve
Thomas, a 6-3. I80-lb. junior guard,
. Chris Bullor I Unlvers/ly Nows
who saw action in 19 games last
, Jr. Mike Sanordrives against a teamseason. One veteran reserve who will
mate during practice in the Old Gym.
be returning, Brian Sperry. a 6-8.
215-lb. sophomore center.' should
provide up-front strength and can
score when called upon. Dye said.
U IA B B
'llan
r.\G
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Whether BSU will have a transiffll M [k", [k",
UW [;b. b 0\] .1k:9lF'U !l ~ ~ ~
tion team this year, or a team that
will rely on its half-court offense, is
Sponsored' by
still up in the air. Dye said.
Chris Bill/or I Unlvors/ly Nows
"We'll run when the opportunity
presents itself." 'Dye said. "We're
Youngsters participate in the "Opcapable of running. It will be impor. thnlsts Bowl" Saturday afternoon at
tant for us to be a sound defensive
S.U.B. Ballroom
Bronco Stadium. The Meridian
team. A key factor will be our abiliGold team went on to beat Meridian
7:00 p.m. - 12 midnight
ty to rebound. We've worked hard
Blue by 11 score of 20 to 16.
Friday October 31
with the weights in the hope that we'll
, be a better rebounding team than

The top returnees for the Broncos
are Chris Childs, a 6-3, 185-lb.
sophomore guard; Jeff Kelley, a 6-9.
225-lb. senior center; and Eric Hayes,
The 1986-87 men's basketball
a 6-3. 195-lb. senior guard/forward.
season at BSU will feature 17 home
games and the season should provide Childs started all 28 games for the
solid defense and rebounding power Broncos last season at the point
in an effort to improve on last year's guard position. averaging 10.4points
per game and 3.0 assists. earning Big
12-16 record.
.
"We want to contend for the Big Sky Freshman of the Year honors.
Kelley split center chores during
Sky championship," Head Coach
Bobby Dye said. "The !7 games at the 1985-86season, but managed 5.2
home will prove to be one of the points and 3.4 rebounds per game
with 10 starts. According to the 1986
strongest points." Dye is beginning
his fourth season at BSU with a BSU Basketball prospectus pamphlet, many believe he will be one of
43-42 career record. '
The team began practice Oct. 15. the best players in the league with his
the earliest datc Division I teams may increasing confidence evidenced by a
practice, and play will open Nov. IS, performance late in thc season, where
whcn it hosts the University of he blocked six shots against Northern
Arizona.
Lethbridge.
'
Hayes started II games as forward
The team will participate in the
Real Dairy Classic. which will begin last season, averaging 7.9 points per
game, including 10 games in double
Nov. 28, and will include ISU, LCSe
figures.
and C of I in a four-team
"Chris Childs had an outstanding
tournament.
The Albertson's Classic will begin freshman year." Dye said. "His goal
Dec. 19, with San Diego, Long for the season isto cut down on his
Beach. and Southwest Texas Univer- turnovers. With maturity, he'll give
sity competing, while the team will the needed leadership to his position.
begin its 14-game conference slate ,Jeff Kelleyprovides much-needed reJan; 8, against ISU. The team's con- bounding strength and Eric Hayes
ference schedule will finish Feb. 28, will probably be the team leader this
against Northern Arizona. in time to year. He's an excellent athlete and is
'
begin the Big Sky post-season tour- very mature."
The team will sec eight new faces
nament March 5-7.

by scou Coffman
The University Neil'S
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For further information, contact:

The Idaho Safety Restraint Coalition
P.O.Bmt 2044, Boise, ID 83102
(1) 345-8888

BYU Law Schoo]
PR'ospective1Lawv .StIDHrllell1lts
Prole-sur RayJ. Dads, BYULa\\, School Rcp~csC:Iluu ivc will be on campus Wednesday, Nov. 5 to diSCUSS
careers -in law ill the BYU LawSchool,
Profc-sor Davis will be 011 campus trorn 1-3 p.ru.
irr R~)oI1l12-t or the Admillislration
Building.C(mracr thc: Piacclllcni
Office at 3R5-1747 Ior more
ill rlll'ma t ion.

. we've been in the past. We're stronger

alloweel1
by Steve F. LYon

The University News '
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It's .time kids in the good old
of A give upthis nonsense of trick
or treating. Face it, for the kids, it's dehumanizing
as hell, being dressed
up like darks because of their parents' nutty, whimsical idea of fun. Just
the minute it gets dark, the poor kid gets dragged out from in front of the
television and paraded around the neighborhood,
subjected to catcalls and
other forms of humiliating
verbal abuse dished out by the neighborhood
bullies. To top a fine evening, house after house is inhabited by cold-hearted
old ladies who, on one night out of the year, have nothing better to do than
condesccndingly
torment these underdeveloped
people on their doorsteps,
before doling out a two-cent candy bar.
A kid rings a doorbell.
"Trick or treat, ma'am."
"And what are you?"
"I'm a dog, lady. Bow·wow."
"What tricks do you do?"
"Well, if you want, I'll pee on your leg. Now cut the crap and fill up my
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revered and sacred way.
Every year in the jovial town of Dublin, Ireland, Irish kids- if they llavcn't
been too snolly-get
a present on the night of Oct. 31. It's a special treat
and really where the word Halloween comes from, in case you've been
disinforrncd.
What the kids get is a hollow ween ie, usn ally about a six- to eight-pound,
spicy, Polish number, which has been lovingly carved out and filled with small
pieces of candy or delectable pastries.
By Nov. I, the day after Halloween, those lovable little Irish kids have
cut holes in the pockets of their knickers in order to carry their present off
to school. Boy, it warms the heart to sec the kids skipping down the cobblestone streets with their big, cherished sausages stuffed down their pants,
bulging out at the knee.
They form such an attachment
to their Hollow-weenies they often refuse
to part with them for months. So, it's not uncommon
for an Irish kid to
hang his sausage up on the wall in his room, next to a portrait of the Pope.
Or to see the kids out in the street, playing weenicball.
I've tried to hollow out some Oscar Mayer wieners for company myself
a few times, but the darned things tear so easily you can hardly even get
half of il Snickers bar in one.
.
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bag."
It's a bad secne all around, Nothing more than a crass, materialisticotgy
of high sugar consumption,
endorsed by the American Dental Association.
But it doesn't have to be. Why, I remember where my ancestors came trom:
On one side of the family-my
good side-Halloween
is celebrated in a
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ACROSS
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Judgment
Lassoes
Brimless caps
Worn away
Negative prefix
Powerful
person
17 Fork prong
16 Tiny amount
20 Wanders
22 Hindu cymbals
23 Den
25 Ollve-qraen
flycatcher
27 Symbol for
tellurium
26 Church official
30 Baby's
playthings
32 Smooth
,
34 River I" Siberia
35 Firearms
storehouse
36 Ardent
41 Sun god
42 Languago of
ancient Homo
44 Wilhared
45 New Coal",·

1
6
11
12
14
15

47
49
50
52
54

Black and blue'
Tattered cloth
Transgresses
Mercenary
A continent:
abbr.
55 All
57 Glossy paint
59 Mollifies
60 Jewish festival
DOWN
1 Oontlnued story
2 Teutonicdelly

3 snare
4
5
6
7
6

Mix
Bar legally
Restoration
Either's partner
Vessel

9 Redact
10 Lawmaking
body
11 The Good Book
13 Erases: printing
16 Declare
19 Rise and fall of
ocean: pl.
21 Mediterranean
vessel
24 Merrymaking
26 Small stoves
29 Pertaining to
the kidneys
31 Kind of beer
33 Domestic

35
36
37
39
40
43
46
46
51
53
56
56

Inhabitants
Got up
Spoliation
Dwell
Rubber on
pencil
Royal
Baseball team
Pilaster
European
Female relative:
colloq.
Young boy
Concerning
Coroner: 'abbr.
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At first glance, this "right to work" proposal may seem confusing.
There has been a great deal of talk on both sides.
. But once you get to the bottom line it isn't really all that confusing.
The real intent of this proposal is to lower wages for working people in Idaho.
The Virginia-based group promoting "right to work" wants to
accomplish this through the destruction of Idaho unions.
We all know that as union wages and benefits go down,
. everyone else's does, too!
,

"

That's the bottom line. Lower wages, less tax· revenue, less money for
important programs like education or an increase in taxes
to make up the difference.
Please think about ,this "right to work" proposal carefully. So much is at stake.
.We hope you will join with us in voting "NO" on Referendum 1
November 4th.
Mr. William 1. Murphy,
Coeur d'Alene, Former Lt. Governor of
Idaho
'
Chairman, Idahoans Against Deception

Dr. Patricia Dorman, Ph.D., Boise

Jim Gibson; Pocatello

Sociologist

, Vice President, Warbonnet Electric

Dr. Cornelius A. Hofman, Ph.D.,

John X. Combo, Esquire, Idaho

Treasurer, Idahoans Against Deception

Pocatello
Professor of Economics,Idaho
University

Rod B. Shoen, Idaho Falls

Bill Haralson, Arco

Mildred Howard, Kimberly

Retired, Labor Relations

President, Idaho Council of Senior
Citizens

C.A. Brady, Idaho Falls

Robert C. Kinghorn, Boise

Cattle Rancher

Dr. Lee Norman, Ph.D., Pocatello
Associate Professor of Economics,
. Idaho State University

John F. Greenfield; Boise
Attorney

Falls
Attorney

State

Owner, Brady's

R. Keith Roark, Hailey

Dr. Charles L. Skora, Ph.D" Boise

Past President, Idaho Prosecuting
Attorney's Association

Economist

Carol Andreason, Pocatello

, Mr. Jack A. Murphy, Boise'

LPN, Respiratory Therapist

Trust Fund Administrator

Ann Shepard, Boise
BBA, Economics & Business
Management

Gordon W. Petrie, Lewiston
. Past President, Idaho Prosecuting
Anornev's Association'
.
Joann Sybert, Boise
'Realtor

Eleanor English, Kingston

Nicky Swisher, Boise

Member, Magistrates Commission

Retired Special Ed Teacher

Marion "Swede" Davidson, Bonners

Mr. Leo Knudson, Pocatello
Vice-President, Electric Construction
& Sales, Inc.
.

Mr. John Norton, Pocatello

Ferry,
Former Legislator/General

. Norma Dobler, Moscow

Health Care Provider
. "Titles for Identification Purposes Only

N
Paid for by Idahoans Against Deception, Inc.

Contractor

$60.00PER

HUNDRED

PAID

for

rernailing letters from home! Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope for
information,
Associates,
07203.

application.
Box 95-13, Roselle, NJ
'

FEDERAL,
STATE AND CIVIL
Service Jobs now available in your
area. For info. call (805) 644-9533.
Dept. 1190.
EXCITING
BOSTON-Sports,
Nightlife, Theater, Excitement! Live
in the Boston area for one year as a
nanny.
Excellent
salaries,
many
benefits. Call Brenda Simmers (617)
794-2035 or write One on One, 10
Berkeley
Lane,
Andover,
Mass.
01810.
EXCELLENT
INCOME for parttime home assembly work. For info.
call (312) 741-8400. Ext. 1429.
WANTED:
Students interested
in
publishing a campus newsmagazine.
THE COLLEGIATE
NEWSMAGAZINE national network. Contact
Richard Evans (801) 538-0595.
TEACHER:
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Academy,
a unique
residential
school
in northern
Idaho
for
adolescents
with special education
and emotional needs, is seeking experienced teachers with current ccrtification
in English, math, P.E.
and/or
history. Excellent working
conditions for individuals willing to
bring excitement
and energy to a
whole-child education concept. Scnd
resume to: Director of Recruitment
Rocky Mountain Academy, Route I,
Bonners Ferry, Id. X3805.
NEEDED: Prince of Darkness. Experienced darkroom technician needcd 10 supervise
Communication
Department darkroom for praciicum
credit. Maintain the darkroom
and
give technical assistance to students
in Dan Morris's
photojournalism
class this spring. Students already
will have had the photo course in the
. art department
and will be cornpctent
in darkroom
techniques.
385-1906.

GOVERNMENT
JOBS
$16,040·
$59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call (805)
687.6000. Ext. R-7B49 for current
federal list.

TERRY-Find
something better for
me to use them for, then. KK
J .-HOW
Halloween,
heh).-E.

TYPING-FAST.
(after

Linnea 343·5454

5).

TYPING-BOBBI

376-6212.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING.
Term
papers, resumes, letters, etc. Call
Sue,
The
Finished
Product,
343-7820.

ABOUT A MOVIE on
eh? My treat, (heh, heh,

I WANT TO BUY a used IBM PC
and compatible dot-matrix
printer,
385-9106.
THE KAPPA
SIGMA Fraternity
pledges
will
rake
leaves
for
reasonable
fcc. 384-0892.
HELPLINE-PEOPLE
HELPING
peop\cExt. 3469. 10:30 a.m.>l :30
p.rn. M·F.
SAVE
TAXES
WITH
A Tax
Sheltered Annuity-First
Retirement
Services 345-4nJ.

FORMING
EXPEDITION
Object: The Land 0' Lakes.
'hardy adventurers
willing
danger life and limb at low
Contact "Big Bawona," 3601
Boise, Id. 83706.

NOW.
Need
to

en-

wages.
Tulara,

With coupon get our
16" regular crust
pepperoni pizza,
plus 2 colas for $8.00

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY a Jeep
for $44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today! Call
)-312-742·1142 Ext. 9445-A.

One coupon per pizza.

ORGANIC AND GENERAL Chern
Handbooks.
General is '65 edition
and Organic is 3rd edition. $25 for
general, $10 for organic. C.R. at
345-8204.

Now Serving Food
In The Finest

HOURS:

.

4:30 p.m .. 1 a.m. Sunday- Thursday
4:30 p.m. - 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

HAVANA
CLUB
TRADITION

Our dnvers corry ~
than 520 00
Ltmrtoo d<l;1rv6/)' sroa

1013 Vista

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Monday-Saturday
This Week

One coupon per pizza.

On~y $8LOO
J
.1.

Hours:
Bouquet: 11:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m, Daily
Havana Club: 11:30 a.m.-7 p.rn. M·Th
11:30 a.m.-1:30 a.rn, F(i. &Sat.

Our drivers carrv loss than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

T.·

ranscendental
Mcditationis
easy to learn and enjoyable
to practice. In just a few minutes,
TM provides
a unique
state of
deep rest. 111is deep rest dissolves
stress 'and refreshes
the mind
and body.
.

Spend a semester overseas in

Doctors

Three terms annually
«Full BSU credit
oAll finacial aid applies
Studies Abroad Office
,.".
.

~.;.~'
"'''''''1' .~

.~?-~

Six thousand
the U.S. have
recommend
it
a way to stay

«Homestays & excursions
oCourses taught in English
Ed. Bldg. 314
385-3652

.,

TM -

medicai doctors
in
learned TM. Many
to their patients as
healthy and young.

Good Monday Only.

1013 Vista
Phc)ne 343·5.995
The' benefits
of TM' arc documented by more than 300 scientific
research
"studies. These,
benefits include;
o Less stress and anxiety
.. Clearer
thlnking,
greater
intelligence
o More energy and stamina
" More
happiness
and
self-.
esteem
Thousands
of people of all ages
and walks of life in Idaho
arc
already enjoying Th1.
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"Nothing else is as
as TM in producing deep
relaxation and in combat
ting stress and tension."
. Barry Charles. /ltD

'.'

Recommend

Get our 16" 'regular
crust pepperoni pizza
plus 2 cokes. '

"TM eliminated the stress
that made life a struggle.
Problems just seem to solve
themselves."
Jane Hollv
Registered Nurse

"TM enables me to maintain a higher energy level
over a longer period of time
and to have a clearer mind:'
Alexander R~ Lukats
Attorney

1

Boise State University
Student Union
Senate Chambers
Mon. 7:30pm
& Tues.
Trnnsccndentul

Meditation

12:15

pm

and TM arc registered

Boise
Holiday Inn
Vista Ave & 1-84
Wed. 7:30 pm
service marks of WPEC-U.S

Nampa·Caldwell
Thoroughbred
Restaurant
KarcherMall
'
111urS. 7:30 pm
.. a non·profil

educational

Sponsored by the International Meditation Society and the
Students International Meditation Society

organization.

